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Welcome
From the critical role of accountants guarding small businesses against corruption to
transparent data processing, we continue our exploration of ethics and the profession
As we continue ACCA’s ‘power of

small businesses being the software

ethics’ theme in this issue, we report

company’s lifeblood (around half of

on ACCA research into increasing

SMEs in the UK are Sage customers),

concerns among small companies of

accountants are key to Sage’s success

the business consequences of bribery

and therefore a critical focus for the

and corruption, and how accountants

company. This has in part driven Sage to

could play a major role in helping them

work with a UK university to develop a

guard against the risks. See page 36.

training module for accountants where

We also look at how organisations

they can learn about the latest digital

need to approach data protection in a

tools. Read more on page 12.

lawful, fair and transparent way, using

On page 68 we hear from members in

ethical principles and good governance.

a number of regions across the UK about

Since the EU’s General Data Protection

the challenges and rewards of being a

Regulation came into force last year, the

small practitioner in today’s business

ethical use of data has become a global

environment. Brexit notwithstanding,

policy topic as organisations worldwide

there are positive messages here.

look to embed a values-driven approach

While on the good news, we have

to data processing. See page 38.

an interesting taster of how artificial

And we have an article about calls for

intelligence could be used to enhance

the UK to adopt the EU whistleblowing

tax processes. If managed properly,

directive, which would provide far

applying AI to tax strategy could reverse

greater protection than the UK’s current

the current balance of 80% of the tax

legislation. It also offers advice on how

function’s time being spent on gathering

to benchmark your own organisation’s

data and 20% on analysing it. See the

whistleblowing practices. See page 24.

article on page 58.
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Extinction Rebellion
climate change protesters
in Trafalgar Square
mount a show as part of
a week of global action
held in October to raise
awareness of the climate
emergency. It is calling
for net zero carbon
emissions by 2025.
In September, the Battle
of Britain memorial flight
celebrated 50 years
since the movie of the
same name premiered. A
sell-out crowd at Imperial
War Museum’s Duxford
airfield saw the displays
set to music from this and
other war films.

A 19th-century carpet
that was rescued from
the Notre Dame fire in
April has gone on display
in Paris. It is one of the
cathedral’s treasures.
Controversial plans
to rebuild the iconic
structure are likely to
exceed €1bn (£897m).

Residents of Croydon,
south London, woke up in
October to find a pop-up
Banksy shop in the town
centre. The artist was
forced to open an online
shop in order to prevent
a greetings card company
from legally trading
using his name.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from around the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
Going concern extra

standards. The revised UK

companies to provide a

audit market. Brydon said:

The Financial Reporting

standard requires more work

clear, positive conclusion

‘It is not auditors that cause

Council has issued a revised

by the auditor to challenge

on whether management’s

companies to fail – that’s

going concern standard.

management’s assessment

assessment is appropriate

the result of the actions of

The move is in response to

of going concern, thoroughly

and to explain the work they

directors.’ The City veteran

corporate collapses where

test the adequacy of

have undertaken to support

is ‘troubled’ by the blame

the auditor’s report failed

supporting evidence, and

that conclusion.

being heaped on auditors.

to highlight concerns, and

evaluate management bias.

makes UK auditors subject to

There will be a new reporting

Thomas Cook probe

Transparency call

significantly more stringent

requirement for the auditors

MPs on the Business, Energy

Transparency reporting by

requirements than under

of public interest entities,

& Industrial Strategy select

audit firms is ineffective,

international reporting

listed and large private

committee will examine

with investors and audit

the collapse of the Thomas

committee chairs typically

Cook travel group, including

unaware that transparency

accounting practices,

reports exist, according

the role of the auditors,

to the Financial Reporting

corporate stewardship and

Council. It added that

executive remuneration.

many reports are simply a

The Financial Reporting

marketing exercise by audit

Council will conduct its

firms. An FRC review found

own investigation into

that 84% of audit committee

EY’s audit of Thomas

chairs were unaware of

Cook’s financial statements

transparency reports; 15%

for the year ended

of the reports were not on

30 September 2018. It will

firms’ websites; and five of

liaise with other regulators

the 33 firms reviewed did

and consider whether

not prepare transparency

additional investigations

reports. The FRC is calling on

should be opened. An EY

firms to reduce the length of

spokeswoman said: ‘We will

transparency reports and to

ACCA won two categories at the Digital Accountancy Awards

be fully cooperating with the

make them clearer.

in London last month. It was named Professional Body of

FRC during their enquiries.’

the Year for activities including its quarterly themes (the

See also page 28.

Council member Melanie
Proffitt and Mike Suffield,
ACCA’s director of
professional insights,
accepted the thought
leadership award.

ACCA scoops prizes

power of technology, connections, ethics and future-ready

8

Reports reviewed
Babcock International,

talent) and ACCA China’s 30th anniversary. It also won the

Audit carries the can

Biffa, FirstGroup, Heathrow

Thought Leadership Initiative of the Year award for its report

The public blame auditors

Airport, Homeserve,

(undertaken with CPA Canada) How accountants can bridge the

for the failure of large

Investec, Marks & Spencer,

global infrastructure gap. Outgoing ACCA president Robert

companies, believes

New Look and Thames

Stenhouse said: ‘I am thrilled that ACCA has been recognised.

Donald Brydon, the former

Water are among the listed

It’s a culmination of hard work and collaboration across teams

head of the London Stock

companies whose reports

and geographies, focused on delivering value to our members.’

Exchange, who is leading a

and accounts have been

government review of the

reviewed by the FRC.
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Mid-market businesses drive Yorkshire growth
The 2019 edition of BDO’s Yorkshire Report, which looks at the performance of the
region’s top 250 businesses, has found that mid-market businesses are the driving
force behind Yorkshire’s strong economic performance. Revenue, profitability and
employee growth of mid-market companies have all increased over the past year.
The report can be downloaded at bit.ly/YR-2019.

10.6%

increase in turnover

22.9%

11,000

new jobs

41

increase in overseas
turnover for the
mid-market

new jobs
created
every day

26%

Company
EBITDA up

increase in
operating profits

18%

Arga leaders ready

‘We continue to support the

of its pay structure for audit

leapfrogged Grant Thornton.

The new leaders of the

Competition and Market

partners. The move has

Profits rose by 26% to £134m,

Financial Reporting Council

Authority’s overall objectives

come under consideration

and average distributable

have taken up their posts

and agree with many of

after PwC took receipt of

profit per partner increased

in preparation for the FRC’s

their proposals, including

a review it commissioned

8.7% to £602,000. Meanwhile,

transition into the Audit,

greater oversight of audit

from Karthik Ramanna of

Grant Thornton UK is losing

Reporting and Governance

committees, measures to

Oxford University. Ramanna

12 senior partners as it

Authority (Arga). Jon

mitigate against the failure

recommended the creation

restructures operations

Thompson is the new

of a firm, and greater

of an external remuneration

and attempts to improve

chief executive and Simon

transparency of the audit

committee. PwC’s more than

profitability.

Dingemans becomes chair.

practice. There are measures

900 equity partners were

Thompson was previously

where we have concern –

paid an average £765,000 in

Phones hand-back

chief executive of HMRC,

joint audits with challenger

the year ending June, a 7%

KPMG has told hundreds

while Dingemans is a former

firms and operational

rise on the 2018 year.

of junior administrative and

CFO of GlaxoSmith Kline.

separation, which we

back-office staff to hand back

believe will not achieve

their company phones. The

Cap on audit clients

BDO overtakes GT

the CMA’s objectives.’ See

BDO grew its UK firm by a

firm also told partners they

Deloitte has suggested a

ACCA’s response to the audit

quarter, reporting revenues

must do more of their own

cap on the number of FTSE

reviews at bit.ly/ACCA-audit-

of £578m in the year ending

admin work, with around

350 audit clients per Big

responses. See also page 70.

5 July. The rise in turnover

200 secretarial staff being

came from organic growth

made redundant. KPMG

Four firm as an alternative
to other regulatory controls

PwC pay oversight

(which boosted revenue by

told staff that the firm’s

over the audit market.

Following criticism of

15%) and the takeover of

overheads were higher than

Stephen Griggs, Deloitte UK

pay increases, PwC has

Moore Stephens in February

in comparable businesses. A

managing partner for audit

announced that it may

(10%). BDO is now the fifth

spokesman for KPMG said:

and assurance, explained:

bring in external oversight

largest UK firm, having

‘Over the past 18 months
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we have refocused our

fully recognise there is no

a deep understanding of the

the value to be achieved from

firm to concentrate on the

quick fix to reducing our

needs of directors.’

the new scheme’.

services most important to

pay gap until our gender

our clients, invested heavily

balance action plan has been

Pension breaches up

£820m fraud stopped

in audit, and changed our

embedded across all parts of

There has been a big

Banks and other finance

governance structure. As part

our business.’

increase in breaches of

institutions prevented fraud

the annual allowance for

to the value of £820m in

of this process we have also
reviewed the way in which we

New IoD DG

pensions. Some 26,550

the first half of this year,

use administrative support.’

Jonathan Geldart has

people breached their

according to industry body

been appointed director

annual allowance last year,

Gender gap widens

UK Finance. However, £408m

general of the Institute of

compared with 18,500 the

of fraud was conducted in

Deloitte has revealed that its

Directors. He was formerly

year before and just 230 a

the UK in the same period

mean pay gender gap this

responsible for Grant

decade ago. Last year, nearly

through unauthorised card,

year is 18.7% – an increase on

Thornton International’s

£1bn was paid to HMRC in

remote banking and cheque

the 18.1% reported in 2018.

interests in China and has

annual allowances charges,

fraud. Another £208m was

The median gender pay gap

served on its global board.

and almost 11,000 taxpayers

lost to authorised push

is 16.1%, which is the same

Prior to his appointment to

opted for a ‘scheme pays’

payment fraud, where

as last year. Dimple Agarwal,

the IoD role, he was chair of

solution. Thousands of

customers are tricked into

managing partner for people

the IoD’s Yorkshire and North

doctors, civil servants, judges

authorising a payment to an

and purpose at Deloitte UK,

East region. Charlotte Valeur,

and armed forces personnel

account that is controlled by

said: ‘We continue to work

chair of the IoD, said: ‘At this

have been hit by the

a criminal.

hard to increase the number

pivotal moment when the

annual allowance taper and

of female partners in our firm,

UK is trying to establish a

consequent penalties.

and were pleased to promote

new role on the global stage,

32 in June, our highest

Jon brings an international

Help to Buy doubts

number ever. However, we

perspective combined with

The House of Commons’

to warn new students about

public accounts committee

tax scams sent by fraudsters

has questioned the value

aimed at stealing students’

of the government’s Help

money and personal details.

to Buy assisted home

More than 620,000 tax-

purchase scheme. MPs on

related email scams were

the committee accepted

reported to HMRC last

that Help to Buy increased

year – up by 20,000 on the

the supply of new homes,

previous year – including

boosted the housebuilding

thousands targeting

sector and helped many

students. A favoured fraud

people to buy properties

is to send fake tax ‘refunds’

who otherwise would

using seemingly legitimate

not have been able to.

university email addresses

But it found that ‘a large

and requesting personal

Chinese centres dominate the latest Global Financial Centres

proportion of those who

bank account details so that

Index, with Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen and Hong Kong

took part did not need its

an electronic repayment can

all appearing in the top 10. New York was top, followed by

help’. They warned that the

supposedly be sent.

London. The ranking is based on 134 measurements from a

government ‘has allowed

range of sources, including the World Bank’s Ease of Doing

the scheme to become a

Business Index and Government Effectiveness rating, and

semi-permanent feature of

Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index.

the housing market, and has

Edinburgh was in 29th place and Dublin 38th.

not yet thought through the

New York 1

2 London
Hong Kong 3 5 Shanghai
Singapore 4

Global financial axis shifts east

Student scam alert
HMRC has written to UK
universities advising them

changes needed to improve

10
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TIWB US$500m win

Victory for Starbucks

The Tax Inspectors Without

Starbucks has won its case

Borders project has been

at the European Court of

declared a success, after

Justice against the European

collecting an additional US

Commission, which had

$500m in taxes from

accused it of benefiting from

multinational enterprises. The

illegal state aid. The court

initiative – run by

found that the commission

the Organisation for

had not proven that the

Economic Co-operation and

company gained a clear

Development and

economic advantage from

the United Nations

tax arrangements it had

Accountants top of the pops

Development Programme

agreed with the Netherlands.

SMEs are more likely to hire an accountant than any other

– strengthens developing

The commission said that the

professional adviser, according to research by Direct Line for

countries’ auditing

ruling provided clarification

Business. However, 24% of all SMEs leave it until they hit a

capacity, leading to

that while member states

crisis before hiring a professional adviser to help them, and

greater tax compliance by

have exclusive competence

22% of SMEs have never hired any kind of professional adviser.

multinational businesses.

in determining national

The ranking is as follows:

‘The concept of TIWB is

tax policies, they must not

simple: expert tax auditors

make tax arrangements that

are sent to help interested

represent illegal state aid.

tax administrations in

Accountants
IT/web experts
Lawyers
Designers
HR experts

66%
55%
52%

developing countries, where

Ghosn in SEC deal

they work side by side with

Carlos Ghosn has settled

local auditors to strengthen

charges brought by the US

their capacity,’ explained

Securities and Exchange

OECD secretary-general,

Commission, agreeing

Climate of harmony

found that the TCFD’s seven

Ángel Gurría. ‘Tax officials

to pay a US$1m fine and

There is a high level of

principles for effective

around the globe are gaining

accepting a 10-year ban on

alignment between the

disclosures complement

the knowledge they need to

being an officer or director

major global reporting

those of the participants’

identify when their big

of a listed company. The

frameworks on climate-

frameworks and standards.

taxpayers are not paying the

US regulator alleged that

related financial disclosures,

correct amount, as well as the

Ghosn, in his former role as

according to a Corporate

Complexities persist

confidence and skills to

CEO of carmaker Nissan,

Reporting Dialogue project.

The significant challenges

engage with them to ensure

had defrauded investors by

Disclosure charity CDP, the

faced by accounting

correct taxes are collected.’

failing to declare US$140m

Climate Disclosure Standards

and tax professionals in

worth of compensation

Board, the Global Reporting

multinational businesses will

and retirement benefits. He

Initiative, the International

remain as global regulation

settled with the SEC without

Integrated Reporting Council

harmonisation fails to pick

admitting or denying the

and the Sustainability

up speed. TMF Group’s 2019

charges, as did Nissan and

Accounting Standards

Global Business Complexity

another former company

Board took part in the

Index analysed 76 different

director Greg Kelly, who

project to assess alignment

jurisdictions and found that

faced charges relating to the

with the Task Force on

local tax and accounting

same alleged fraud. Nissan

Climate-related Financial

practices continue to heavily

has agreed to a US$15m fine

Disclosures’ disclosure

influence business decisions

and Kelly a US$100,000 fine,

principles, recommended

and operating models.

plus a five-year officer and

disclosures and illustrative

director ban.

example metrics. The project

43%
42%

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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‘When you’re
running a
business, you trust
your accountant
with your life –
because that’s
what they have in
their hands’

12
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The art of smart
Technology is as much the innovation enabler as it is the productivity answer, says
Sabby Gill, UK and Ireland MD of the country’s biggest tech company Sage

T

new names, driven by digital innovation

2018 to date

is resolutely short term – myopic, even. Its

and characterised by slick promotion and

Executive VP and MD,

latest trading update, for the nine months

streamlined business models.

UK & Ireland, Sage

to 30 June 2019, reported revenue rising

he accounting software sector is
a crowded place these days. The

i

Part of the difficulty for Sage has been

CV

that its strategy is focused on the medium
term in a stock market environment that

market has been flooded with

by 5.9% to £1.42bn; software and software-

In the sights of the startups and disrupters
is Sage, the UK’s largest technology

2015–18

related services revenue fell by 15.5% (to

company and the world’s third biggest

Executive VP international,

£195m) during those nine months, while

provider of enterprise resource planning

Epicor Software

revenue from software subscriptions grew
by 28.3% (to £752m). The Sage share price

(ERP) software – Oracle and SAP are the two
giants of the integrated business process

2012–15

fell by more than 10% on the day the

software sector. A flourishing startup

Regional VP roles, then senior

company released the figures, as traders

itself not so very long ago (its shares were

VP for global sales, IGT

reacted to a greater than expected fall in
software and software-related revenues.

named the best-performing of the 1990s
by the UK press), Sage has dominated

2008–11

the UK’s accounting software market for

Functional VP roles, then

All you need is us

the past 20 years.

general manager EMEA,

Sabby Gill, Sage’s managing director for

HP Software

the UK and Ireland, was recruited from ERP

Few would bet against Sage remaining
the dominant force in UK accounting and

software company Epicor in 2018, with the

finance software for a long time to come,

2005–07

specific task of growing revenue across the

but there is no denying that the past couple

VP, EMEA operations and

Sage Business Cloud platform – described

of years have seen a difficult transition.

integration, then VP, middle

as ‘the only business management solution

Sage faces a challenge that is not dissimilar

and central eastern region,

that customers will ever need’.

to that of high street banks – developing a

CA Technologies

Gill has spent all of his career in and

business model that is fit for the digital age,

around technology and finance software,

while fighting off new entrants (notably, in

2004–05

so the role at Sage represents the best of

Sage’s case, QuickBooks and Xero) that

Regional VP roles, then VP,

both worlds. He says: ‘I’d had the pleasure

do not carry the heavy baggage of legacy

global licence operations,

of competing against Sage throughout my

products and processes.

PeopleSoft

career – as a company it has always been on

Migration pain

1986–96

Over the past three years, Sage has steadily

Various roles, culminating in

Small businesses are Sage’s lifeblood,

refocused its business on cloud-based

European financial systems

and Gill sees the role of accountants – the

solutions, transitioning customers from a

implementation manager,

trusted advisers to these small and growing

software licensing model – where most of

Digital Equipment

businesses – as the key to its success.

the horizon. I’ve been here a year now and

the company’s revenue arrived upfront and
lucrative servicing income was ongoing

it’s the most fulfilling job I’ve had.’

‘Starting a new business from scratch is
a lonely place. You need a close network

– to a subscription-based service. Upfront cashflow has

of people around you that you can trust, and people tend

taken a big hit as a result, in advance of the more

to go to an accountant first,’ he says. ‘Once you’ve built

reliable subscription-based income streams building up

that relationship, you stay. I’ve run a small business myself,

a head of steam.

and I never changed my accountant – in fact, he is still my
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accountant today. When you’re

corporation tax changes coming

running a business, you trust your

down the line – accountants have

accountant with your life – because

helped and are helping businesses

that’s what they have in their hands.’
Gill points out that accountants
exert an increasingly strong influence
over the decisions made by small
businesses. ‘The services that
accountants provide to them go far
beyond bookkeeping. Cashflow,
legal services, Brexit advice – the
chances are that the first person a
business will go to for advice is their

‘You don’t increase
your productivity by
plugging something
in and pressing a
button, but because
the solution makes
you more proficient’

accountant. And when you look at
all the change that’s happening in

14

through it all. Accountants provide
a level of support that is difficult to
find elsewhere.’
With around half of all UK
accountants being Sage customers,
they are a critical focus for the
company. ‘We use as many different
forums as possible to consult the
profession, including an advisory
board. We couldn’t do what we
do without them,’ says Gill. Often
the products Sage develops are

recent years – tech transformation, Making Tax Digital, PSD2

driven by regulation and legislation, but the company works

[the EU payment services directive], self-assessment, and the

hard to understand from its accountant customers what it can
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do to improve the delivery and
effectiveness of its software, and

i

With this in mind, Sage is

Timeline

working with a UK university to
develop a training module for

what end users are looking for.
Sage recently published
The Practice of Now 2019 –

1981

accountants where they can learn

Sage founded in Newcastle by David Goldman

about the latest digital tools. ‘It’s
about the art of the possible,’ he

a report based on a survey of
3,000 accountants’ views of how

1989 and 1999

says. ‘If an accountant is advising

the profession is changing. It

Lists on the London Stock Exchange and joins

SMEs on how tech can make their

reported that 56% of respondents

the FTSE 100

lives easier, their ability to do that
is limited to what they know about

see greater productivity as the
main benefit of technology,

2000

with a further 27% seeing the

Notches up two million customers worldwide

the technology.’

important value.
This is the essential point about

Sage applies this same concept
at home – its customer service

timesaving aspect as the most

2009

professionals are trained so

Worldwide customer base hits six million

that they are able to answer any
question that customers raise. ‘We

innovation, argues Gill – that it
needs to be used with intelligence

2017

want customers to have interaction

and not just for the sake of

Launches Sage Business Cloud

with as few people as possible

it. ‘Technology is developing

– you want the first person who

rapidly everywhere, regardless of
the space,’ he says. ‘We shouldn’t offer our customers new
technology just because it has become available, we should

answers the phone to be able to
address your issue. Customer service is very important to us.’
Doing that efficiently requires the company to prioritise

offer it because it’s an enabler, because it helps them do their

attracting and keeping the right people. The war for talent

job more efficiently.’

is a major challenge for many tech companies in what is a

The technology developed so far offers huge benefits

highly competitive sector. Gill credits the Sage Foundation – a

by automating routine tasks and freeing up time for

charitable initiative launched in 2015 – with helping to improve

accountants to offer value-adding advice. Any future

its staff attrition rates.

innovations – and Sage’s research found that 58% of

The foundation provides resources and technology to 1,000

accountants expect to adopt artificial intelligence software

local charities in the 23 countries the business operates in,

as it becomes available – need to follow that same path,

with a strong focus on helping underrepresented communities

says Gill. ‘Innovation is not just about the technology,’ he

access work opportunities. Its FutureMakers programme, for

explains. ‘It’s about best practice and innovating solutions

example, provides hands-on opportunities for young people

and processes as well as technology. You don’t increase your

between the ages of 13 and 17 to propose, design and

productivity by plugging something in and pressing a button

implement innovative technology solutions to address serious

– you increase productivity because the solution makes you

social problems. It also helps to form the next generation of

more proficient. The intelligence around the tech plays a

tech leaders by exposing them to artificial intelligence skills

bigger part than the tech itself.’

and preparing them ‘for jobs that don’t yet exist’.

Getting an education

take five paid days a year to volunteer or fundraise for a charity

Given that accountants are playing an increasingly

of their choice. Gill himself spent three days this summer

significant role in advising their clients on technology,

driving a support vehicle for a group of staff and customers

Sage sees education as critical. ‘Tech can be scary for a

taking part in the London to Paris charity bike ride. ‘The

lot of people,’ says Gill. ‘When you look at the SMEs that

foundation is an integral part of engagement for us; it also

are slow to adopt the latest tech, it’s not because they are

transforms lives and I’ve seen that for myself.’ It is an important

afraid of the component, it’s because of what they don’t

reminder of the impact that businesses can have on the world

understand about it – security, for example. But the fact

– and with Sage still to reach its 40th birthday, the company

is that your data is safer in the cloud than it is on your

remains a model for newer tech companies to follow.

As part of the initiative, Sage employees are encouraged to

AB

computer because the security of cloud providers is the best
that’s available.’

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Be the new bank manager with
instant offers from Barclays
and iwoca on Capitalise.com
Capitalise.com has created an Instant Offers Marketplace launching
first with Barclays and iwoca.
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WHAT DO E S T H I S M E AN FO R M E?

FO R WA R D -TH I N KI N G

Accountants will now be able to receive instant,

Instant Offers solves a key challenge for

real-time offers on funding applications for their

businesses, driven by the behaviour of business

clients. A win for accountants who choose to

owners themselves. Faced with cash flow issues,

support clients with funding. Accountants can

they spend just one-hour researching providers,

now offer a service that before was left to the

with 80 percent approaching only one lender.

banks, whilst the business owner is no longer

Real-time responses provide transparency

forced to compromise on choice or speed.

to an opaque market. Businesses can then
understand their suitability for financial support

Lenders and advisers alike recognise that,

and overcome challenges quickly, with complete

with an estimated 50,000 bank managers

pricing information ready from their advisers.

leaving the market since the 1990s, business
owners are increasingly turning to their

Whilst many lenders have identified the

accountant for support navigating the

importance of speed, this has often meant that

financial market. Previously, advisers had to

business owners are forced to compromise on

wait several days before being able to pass a

choice and price. Working with the Capitalise.

recommendation to their client. Now using open

com marketplace means there is heightened

APIs, the Capitalise.com platform compares

transparency as business owners and their

thousands of lending products in seconds.

accountants can explore over 100 lenders, yet still
access fast solutions via Barclays and iwoca.

Instant Offers means that once Capitalise.com
has analysed relevant business data and
assessed a company as eligible, advisers will
receive an instant quote from Barclays and iwoca.

Keen to learn more—book in a demo.
Or sign up at Capitalise.com
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Discover the
power of ethics
Ethics is having a more powerful impact
on business and society than ever
before. And consumer and government
focus on ethics and sustainability is
sharper than ever before.
ACCA members are trusted because
their ethical training is unsurpassed.
That makes them essential to business
success, today and tomorrow.

Find resources on the power of ethics at accaglobal.com/ethics
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The view from
Sean Dowd ACCA, commercial finance analyst at
luxury brand Chanel, and keen cycle-commuter

58%
of organisations

I always had a passion

a new challenge, having

for maths when I was at

the theory behind me helps

school. When I entered

me to understand and

the workplace, I wanted

tackle it head on. ACCA

to pursue this within a

is a respected body in the

learning and natural language processing.

business environment. I

accounting sector. Being

Source: Deloitte

started working in junior

a part of the organisation

finance roles, progressing

as a full member will

across the world have
deployed some form
of automation, such as
robotics, machine

to management accounting and now

demonstrate my professionalism and

Pru fined £24m

financial planning and analysis.

ability throughout my career.

Prudential Assurance has been fined

My day starts with a good breakfast

I have a great team and a brilliant

they could have obtained a better rate

followed by a 14-mile cycle ride into

manager, which for me is the most

from other annuity providers. It also

the office. After that, I’m pretty much

important aspect of any job. The

failed to ensure that documentation

ready for anything the finance world has

financial planning and analysis team

used by call handlers was appropriate,

to offer.

has 12 members of staff, although the

and did not monitor calls with customers

wider finance organisation is much

properly. Mark Steward, executive

I keep up to date by taking courses

larger. I’m responsible for the training

director of enforcement and market

through my employer. So far I have

and development of an assistant

oversight at the Financial Conduct

completed Microsoft Power BI and

accountant. I also thoroughly enjoy

Authority (FCA), said: ‘These are very

various digital courses. I’m always

business partnering, working with non-

serious breaches that caused harm to

signing up for ACCA webinars and

finance individuals to demonstrate the

those customers. Prudential is now

attending conferences so I can keep up

accounting side of the force.

rightly focused on redress.’ Prudential

£24m for failing to advise customers

with developments.

did not dispute the FCA’s findings.
I’m keen to learn and absorb as much

ACCA has given me a huge reservoir

as possible throughout my career,

Pessimism deepens

of knowledge to draw on. Whether it’s

whether on the job or through further

Sentiment, volumes and profits in

moving into a new role or undertaking

education. Ultimately, I would like to

the financial services sector have all

see myself as a future finance leader,

deteriorated markedly, according to

empowering the business and nurturing

the latest PwC/Confederation of British

future talent.

Industry survey. Optimism has been flat

Whether it’s
moving into a new
role or undertaking
a new challenge,
having the theory
behind me helps
me to tackle it
head on

or falling for 15 consecutive quarters.
I consider becoming qualified and

Andrew Kail, head of financial services

achieving my Open University degree

at PwC, said: ‘The deep concerns across

while balancing a career and a social

the financial services industry, driven by

life as my greatest achievements to

the UK’s unresolved political position,

date. At times it has been difficult –

cannot be downplayed. As sentiment

classic FOMO [fear of missing out].

has taken a further slump this quarter,

However, I’m always thinking about

we’ve observed a drop-off in plans to

the long term and investing in myself,

launch new products and services as

which is one of the most fulfilling and

firms batten down the hatches.’

rewarding things you can do.

AB
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People problem
Neville de Spretter FCCA believes a code of practice for internal audit can never
properly address the real issue: it is the human factor that lets us down
‘The draft code offers invaluable

But will the code meet those

multinational facilities management

guidance about raising internal audit

commendable aims? As someone

and construction company Carillion,

performance to help businesses and

who has been both an executive and

the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA)

other organisations protect their assets,

a CAE, I think that the real heart of the

has published a draft code of practice

reputation and sustainability.’

matter is being missed once again: it’s

Following the collapse of the FTSE 100

for internal audit to strengthen

not about more or different guidance

corporate governance and reduce the

or regulation; it’s fundamentally about

risk of major corporate collapses. IIA’s

people, and that’s because it’s bad

principles-based approach covers what

behaviour that brings about poor

are major challenges for many chief

corporate practice and collapse. If

audit executives (CAEs).

there’s one thing that repeatedly

Brendan Nelson, chair of the IIA
steering committee developing the

The reaction to corporate failure is

new code, explains: ‘One of the best

nearly always to pile on more regulation

ways to help organisations better

and guidance. But regulation and

protect their assets and manage risk is

guidance take a logical approach, and

to boost the status, standards, scope

people are not always logical, which is a

and skills of internal audit. The draft

real problem. What’s more, while audit

code contains 30 recommendations

has improved since the financial crisis, it

to strengthen corporate governance,

remains subjective rather than systemic,

key among them being unrestricted

dependent on good behaviour, and

access for internal audit, full access for

retrospective – yet the past is an

internal audit to senior meetings, and

unreliable guide to the future, and

full access for internal audit
to key management
information.

20

happens it’s that money usurps morality.

cannot provide assurance.
As far as people’s
behaviour
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is concerned, the IIA draft code looks

*

Senior management directs

undertaking to comply as a condition of

improper/fraudulent post-close

membership. But organisational codes

that ‘the primary reporting line for the

journal entries to manage profits

of practice have no legal authority, while

chief internal auditor should be to the

and/or hit earnings targets

internal (and, indeed, external) auditors

chair of the audit committee’ and ‘must

disclosed to the market.

are paid by the organisations they’re

Management overrides controls to

auditing and risk losing their jobs if

hit bonus targets or prevent loss

they’re completely honest.

to bolster independence. It declares

avoid any impairment to internal audit’s
independence and objectivity’. But over

*

the question of whether the secondary
reporting line should be to the CEO,
it appears to dilute the critical issue by
adding that while that is now common

of positions.

*

Audit committees have financial

Becoming activists

incentives not to ask management

Internal audit will be useful and

tough questions.’

meaningful in corporate governance

practice in the financial services sector,

A 2017 survey of ACCA members that

only when it is a mandated requirement,

other organisations will often have a

explored the pressure on CAEs found

reporting to shareholders and investors.

secondary reporting line to another

In particular, internal auditors must be

member of the executive management

more activist and have a whistleblowing

team such as the CFO.

role, liberated from company

Concerns have been voiced in
recent years about the independence
of chief audit executives. In a 2012
article, Time to Face Facts About CAE
Independence, Norman Marks calls
into question independence in general,
and in particular ‘the dismal record of
CAEs being pushed out the door after
reporting significant issues’.
In a 2015 article, Lessons From

management to provide a framework

‘There is a dismal
record of chief
audit executives
being pushed
out the door
after reporting
significant issues’

Toshiba: When Corporate Scandals

that helps managers demonstrate
they’re doing the right things.
As both a GRC (governance, risk
and compliance) professional and an
investor (as we all are, through our
pensions, ISAs, etc), I want internal
audit to be agile, transparent,
integrated and predictive. I want the
organisation to have a specific and
measurable picture of future outcomes,

Implicate Internal Audit, IIA president

and the activities and resources

and CEO Richard Chambers said

‘serious issues’: concerns over audit

required to deliver them, its grounds

that creating a new internal audit

committees’ understanding of internal

for success identified, the risks against

department that reports to an

audit’s role; occasions where ethical

achieving the outcomes clearly shown,

independent director outside the

pressures affected internal auditors;

and an assurance of the quality of

company and with the resources and

internal auditors who had quit their

the business model and the delivery

independence to carry out its work will

jobs or witnessed unethical behaviour

of the outcomes. This needs to be

improve matters.

due to pressures placed on them

continual, not just for a point in time.

and colleagues; and careers being

It needs to cover all connectivity and

negatively impacted.

interdependencies, not just the small

Macro risks
Tim Leech, another critic of regulation

The investigations into Carillion

percentage of business activity covered

and guidance, wrote in 2011: ‘A sample

produced what can be seen as damning

in an annual audit plan. And it needs to

of macro-level risks at the root of some

verdicts on the limitations of audit and

be direct, not encumbered through a

of the most significant accounting mis-

its role in corporate governance. The

chain of command and reporting.

statements in history… include:

MP Frank Field called Carillion’s auditors

*

CEO and CFO have significant

‘mere spectators’ as the company

regulators, the concerns will remain. It’s

financial incentives to falsify

collapsed, while MP Rachel Reeves

the people thing, not the logic.

or inappropriately manage

scathingly remarked: ‘Audits appear to

financial results.

be a colossal waste of time and money,

Neville de Spretter FCCA is chair of

Senior management has major

fit only to provide false assurance.’

ACCA’s internal audit network panel

*

financial incentives to direct
backdating of stock options.

A self-regulating body can publish
a code of practice, with members

Unless this is mandated by the
AB

and director of consultancy AdLibero2.
The views expressed here are his own.
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Onboarding the board
Well-run companies have strong and effective boards, but there is a lot to
consider in getting this right. Steve Giles looks at the key areas to focus on

‘Where was the board?’ This is
always one of the first questions
asked following a major corporate
failure. It happened in the early 1990s
and remains the case today, most
recently with a series of going concern
cases (BHS, Carillion, Thomas Cook)
highlighting the critical importance of
managing solvency and liquidity risk.
Ultimate responsibility for failing to do

laws and regulations, act with integrity,

so lies with the board.

hit its performance targets and meet

Since the board of directors is
collectively responsible for the long-term
success of the organisation, it needs

today is no easy job.
Organisations should concentrate on

to be effective – something that is far

two areas to create an effective board.

board chair, responsible for leading the

from straightforward given its extensive

First, their processes: they need to

board with integrity and for its overall

responsibilities (see also page 40).

develop an agenda for board meetings

effectiveness. Finally, there should be an

that fully reflects what the board is there

evaluation process, providing assurance

decisions objectively in the interests of

to do. Second, their people: they need

that the board and the individual

the company and its shareholders while

to put together a high-performing team

directors are performing as required.

dealing fairly with its stakeholders –

of directors.

For example, the board needs to take

employees, customers, suppliers and so
on. It must both comply with all relevant

22

strategic objectives. Being a director

In addition, organisations should look
to appoint a credible and committed

The UK’s corporate governance
code provides a best-practice
framework. Embedded within it are
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four fundamental areas of board

non-executive directors. Non-execs

responsibility:

contribute by bringing independent

Robust structure

*

Strategic thinking. Positioning the

challenge and scrutiny to the

Every company should ensure their

organisation and navigating its

boardroom. Taken together, executives

board is evaluated against the following

strategic risk landscape are probably

and non-executives should have an

key areas:

the most important requirements

appropriate balance of skills and
knowledge of the organisation, together

*

strategic alignment and

of a board, especially when markets
are changing.

with diverse experiences and ways of
thinking to enable them to promote the

and integrity. Policies are set

success of the business.

*
*
*
*
*

composition and structure

Establishing policies, values

*

succession planning.

*

Organisations should adopt the

by the board and need to be
updated regularly. They should be

following four-stage people model:

underpinned by a positive culture,

*

and strong business ethics and tone

Selection. There should be a formal,
rigorous and transparent procedure

from the top.

*

processes and practices
roles and accountabilities
relations with management
culture and dynamics around the
boardroom table

Supervising management. Senior
managers are tasked with hitting

There is a danger
that board
meetings become
too focused on
operational details,
with insufficient
time given to
strategic oversight

targets in order to achieve
objectives. Part of the board’s
role is to monitor their delivery
against budgets.

*

engagement with business issues

Ensuring accountability. The board
is accountable to shareholders and
has responsibility for governance.
Part of good governance is a
performance evaluation of the
board and its directors, although

Evaluation and appraisal
One of the most significant changes to
the UK’s corporate governance code
over the last 20 years is the requirement
for the board, its committees and the
individual directors, to be subject to an
annual evaluation and appraisal process.
Introduced in 2005, it was anticipated
then that board evaluation would mainly
be an internal process. But the code was
amended in 2010 to require external
evaluation of FTSE 350 boards at least

many organisations do not do this.

once every three years.

The code applies to companies listed

Today, the great majority of board

on the London Stock Exchange, but

for the appointment of new

these four areas provide a clear route

directors.

chairs consider that the evaluation

Induction. All directors should

process is valuable and has resulted

receive help and advice when

in improved board performance. The

executive-only boards. Here, there is a

first joining the board. Non-

techniques used normally comprise

danger that board meetings become

executives need to understand the

a combination of self-assessment

too focused on operational details,

business and meet its key people

questionnaires and one-on-one

with insufficient time given to strategic

as soon as possible. Executives

interviews with the chair. Some of the

oversight. There is an important maxim

need to understand their legal

key areas often included in board

here – boards should try wherever

responsibilities.

reviews are set out in the box above.

map for boards of all organisations.
This map is especially relevant for

*

*

Evaluation. There should be an

Board evaluation is an important

annual appraisal of the board’s

performance improvement driver. Yet

Assembling the team

performance, together with any

many non-listed organisations never

For a board to be effective, the

board committees, and that of the

appraise their boards. It’s a missed

directors need to work well together as

individual directors.

opportunity: most organisations would

Development and renewal. All

benefit from putting in place some form

directors should regularly refresh

of tailored evaluation process.

possible to ‘stay out of the weeds’.

a professional, high-performing team.
Each director should be appointed on

*

AB

merit, with skills and experience that

their skills and knowledge, while

meet the organisation’s requirements.

board succession planning

Steve Giles is an independent

This applies to both executive and

should be in place.

consultant, lecturer and author.
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Go for the gold standard
Paul Boyle and other campaigners are calling on the UK to adopt the EU whistleblowing
directive to protect employees who speak up against malpractice and misconduct
In October this year, after a huge

Headcounts over 50

campaign by civil society organisations,

The new EU legislation, which could

the EU finally approved its new

be rolled out to the UK despite

ground-breaking whistleblowing

the prolonged Brexit stalemate,

directive, which is being brought in by

obliges organisations with 50 or

EU countries by 2021.

more employees to introduce

The directive offers far greater

internal whistleblowing channels and

protection than the UK’s whistleblowing

procedures. The requirements include

legislation (the Public Interest Disclosure

protecting an employee’s confidentiality

Act 1998) to those who blow the whistle

and providing feedback.

or speak up. For example, unlike the

Currently, outside of regulated

Last year’s Osipov
legal ruling
made individual
company directors
personally liable for
dismissing staff for
whistleblowing

UK legislation, it protects those with

sectors such as financial services and

‘non-worker’ status such as contractors,

the NHS, UK organisations have no

non-executive directors, volunteers,

specific guidance on whistleblowing or

public office holders and other third

speak-up arrangements. Whistleblowing

parties, including family members who

campaigners, including the UK charity

to introduce internal channels and

suffer losses.

Protect, would like to see this change.

procedures for whistleblowing would

Requiring more organisations

make it easier for workers across the

The Osipov landmark

UK to find a route to speak up and
stop harm sooner, whatever sector they

The Timis v Osipov case last year is hugely important and may change the way

work in. It would ensure that weaker

whistleblowing claims are argued in court, as it found two individual company

employers put in place measures that

directors personally liable for taking the decision to dismiss a member of staff for

protect staff and customers, which

making a protected disclosure under whistleblowing legislation.

good employers may have had up and

Alexander Osipov, the former chief executive of International Petroleum, was

running for some time. It is a simple

sacked in October 2014 on the grounds of lack of trust and confidence. He

change that would confer simplicity and

brought proceedings in the UK employment tribunal for unfair dismissal, including

consistency, and embed whistleblowing

for whistleblowing.

best practices in the workplace.

An employment tribunal in 2016 ruled that Osipov had been unfairly dismissed,

Whistleblowing/speak-up campaigners

primarily for making protected disclosures under whistleblowing legislation. He was

argue that it is now time that this

awarded compensation for unfair dismissal, injury to feelings and unpaid salary in the

important issue took centre stage.

region of around £2m, payable by the directors.
A member of staff can be personally liable for bullying, harrassing or dismissing

The new requirement, if adopted by
the UK, will mean a strong focus on

another member of staff if it is because they have raised concerns. An organisation

internal channels. For smaller companies

can also be held liable for such actions by its staff unless it can demonstrate it took

with more than 50 employees, this may

‘reasonable steps’ to prevent them victimising the whistleblower.

mean they need to look at processes, as

Reasonable steps by an employer could include drawing up an active
whistleblowing policy, organising training, or taking action when made aware of
the victimisation. However, organisations are unlikely to want their policy, training

linking to an external ethics/speak-up
hotline will not be enough.
Staff in large, well-managed

activities and other operations relating to their whistleblowing arrangements

companies with transparent, open

scrutinised in an open tribunal.

cultures will feel confident they can
speak up safely. But there will no

24
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doubt be many organisations where
procedures are poorly publicised, or

What best practice looks like

workers may feel reluctant to speak

To help strengthen whistleblowing culture and challenge malpractice, risk and

up over workplace concerns they have

misconduct in the workplace, Protect has developed a tool, the 360° Benchmark,

witnessed. There may also be cases

that measures how organisations engage with staff and deal with staff concerns, and

where people have spoken up but

evaluates their written policies and degrees of accountability.

remain concerned that the organisation
has not responded adequately.
While legislation will never be
the whole answer to
such challenges,

Organisations completing the 360° Benchmark assessment receive a report
indicating how they perform against similar entities, and detailing any gaps in
procedures that need to be addressed. The benchmark has three key elements:

*

Governance. Whistleblowing policies, structures and oversight need to be in

*

Staff engagement. Employees must be encouraged to raise concerns (their

place, and staff must be aware of how to report concerns.
confidence in the organisation’s whistleblowing system is tested), and managers
must be trained to deal consistently with any concerns they receive.

*

Effective operations. What support and protection is offered to whistleblowers?
What sanctions are imposed on those who victimise them? What feedback do
whistleblowers get? And how does the organisation record and learn from the
concerns that are raised?

much good will be done if
the UK decides to enact the
EU whistleblowing directive in
UK legislation.
At Protect – which supports
more than 3,000 whistleblowers
a year through a legally privileged
advice line and offers training to
organisations – we welcome the
EU directive, as the UK law is long
overdue an update. We are lobbying
for the EU directive to be transposed
into UK law, and for the government
to look at other good practice
internationally, to build our own goldstandard legislation.
Whether the government does
bolster the UK’s current legislation
in line with the EU directive remains
to be seen, but it is clear that
embedding whistleblowing best
practice in the workplace is a critically
important issue and should not be seen
as a tickbox exercise.

AB

Paul Boyle is chairman of whistleblowing
charity Protect (protect-advice.org.uk)
and former president of the Chartered
Institute of Internal Auditors.
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Navigating nomad tax
With technology allowing an increasingly mobile population to work from seemingly
anywhere, what are the tax implications for these digital nomads and their employers?
Press reports have recently highlighted

12 months’ rule – see box), either in

Richard Harryman, tax director at PwC.

the impact on local economies of

the form of income tax or of corporate

‘This works well in a straightforward

digital nomads – entrepreneurs of

tax if they set up to work within a

situation where the individual is based

apparently no fixed abode who

corporate structure.

in the same country that they are

travel the world in search of a decent

However, it really depends on where
the individual has habitually lived,

worker, like the one in this example who

connection. While no doubt adding

whether the country concerned has a

lives and works in Portugal, paying tax

to the vibrancy and diversity of

tax treaty with the country where they

where they live and work would arguably

many thriving business enclaves,

are working, whether they are self-

be the “fairest” option, given that most

they have also been criticised for

employed or doing a series of short-

societies would expect someone living

inadvertently pushing up the cost of

term employments, and how long the

in that country to make a contribution.’

living and forcing out the less mobile

engagement continues.

local population.
These digital nomads are able to

The tax and reporting issues can also

Things to consider

depend on where they are performing

However, Harryman adds that remote

make a living by working anywhere in

duties, and there are many social

working situations of this type present

the world, carrying out their business

security and labour law considerations

a number of potential wrinkles of

online without geographic boundaries.

that could come into play, again

which companies and workers should

Portugal’s capital Lisbon is just one city

depending on the country concerned.

be aware: whether the individual

that in recent years has seen an influx of

So if one were to ask what a Polish

is regarded as employed or self-

this footloose tribe, and a subsequent

self-employed person living in Portugal

employed, where the individual should

increase in rents and café culture.

working for a Swiss company running

pay social security, whether income tax

a website in Hungary would pay in

withholding is due, and whether the

Headache for planners

tax, the answer is never going to be

individual triggers corporate filings for

It’s not an ideal scenario, and constitutes

straightforward.

the company.

a headache for local planners and

‘The rule of thumb in this situation for

As Harryman says: ‘For companies

politicians. However, these individuals

income tax and social security would

dealing with this type of worker, the

will be spending their euros, and

be that an individual would pay tax and

key to managing the engagement

perhaps to a lesser extent their

social security where they work,’ says

is good data on areas such as role,

cryptocurrencies, in the local economy,

structure, employee location and travel;

and through local sales taxes they will

an understanding of the compliance

be adding to the national coffers.
But more broadly, how are these
workers taxed and how do governments
ensure they are contributing their fair
share? Indeed, are they contributing
anything at all, or are these global
citizens so mobile that they are able to
avoid the tax system altogether?
The short answer is no. They will
be required to pay tax somewhere
depending on residency rules (Portugal,

Many countries
have antiavoidance tax rules
that can deem a
person employed
regardless of
the contractual
situation on paper

for example, operates a ‘183 days in

26

employed or engaged in. For a remote

flat white and a super-fast internet

rules and where there are mismatches;
and a technology-enabled process that
supports compliance.’
On the self-employed versus
employed position, this often has a
significant impact on the tax and social
security position of the individual, as
well as implications for the tax and
legal obligations for the company
engaging them. Many countries have
anti-avoidance tax legislation similar to
the UK’s IR35 rules that can deem an
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Why Portugal?
Portugal operates a ‘183 days in 12 months’ residency test,
so if the individual lives in the country for longer, they are
deemed to be resident. However, even if deemed to be a
Portuguese resident, then the country’s special ‘non-habitual
residence’ rules – designed to attract ‘high value’ industries
and individuals as well as pensioners – could give a tax holiday
for the first 10 years living in the country. This takes the form
of a flat 20% income tax rate (usually up to 48%) for workers in
‘high value-added’ scientific, artistic or technical professions,
including IT workers. But, as always, expert advice should be
sought before packing the laptop and surfboard.

individual to be employed regardless

countries require that the employer

individual is doing, corporate tax filings

of the contractual situation on paper. In

operates tax withholding. With remote

can be triggered by a remote working

a remote worker situation, there is the

workers, the company may not have a

arrangement.

added challenge of a potential mismatch

corporate presence in the country in

in the way different countries think the

which the remote workers are based.

services partner at BDO, says the golden

individual should be treated.

In some countries this can lead to the

rule for employers is not to agree to

company needing to register with the

an overseas flexible work arrangement

lives and works in one country, where

local tax authorities in order to operate

until the tax implications have been fully

social security is due should be relatively

tax withholding, or the individual

considered. ‘Even where the individual

straightforward. However, this may not

signing up to some form of direct

is engaged via a personal service

marry up where the engaging company

collection arrangement.

company or a consultancy agreement,

For social security, if an individual

Andy Kelly, global expatriate tax

there’s no guarantee that the relevant

is in a remote working situation. For
the individual, where social security

Employer obligations

tax authorities will not consider that the

is paid can be important for benefits

Most multinational companies have

individual should be taxed and subject

entitlement. For the company engaging

been aware for some time of the risks

to social security as an employee with

the individual, there are cost and

involved in an individual working in

accompanying employer liabilities and

compliance requirements.

one country on behalf of an engaging

obligations,’ he says.

For individuals who are employees or
who are deemed to be employed, most

AB

company based in another. Depending
on the precise nature of what that

Philip Smith, journalist
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Journey’s end
The collapse of Thomas Cook cannot be blamed on the auditors alone. Management
failure and tough market conditions are more likely to blame, concludes Jane Fuller
There were enough red flags flying in

them ‘non-recurring’. These created a

Thomas Cook’s last annual report to

large gap between £250m of underlying

wrap the leaning tower of Pisa.

Ebit and a mere £97m in the statutory

Here are a few from the travel

equivalent. EY did push back, but this

company’s annual report for the year to

is a common abuse that must be sorted

30 September 2018: sales rose but profits

out by standard-setters and supervisors.

fell; interest costs overwhelmed earnings

Most shocking (but again not unique

before interest and tax (Ebit); the

to Thomas Cook) is that ‘underlying

dividend was passed; net debt swelled as

Ebit’ featured in both the performance

cash flowed out; two changes of finance

measures used for directors’ bonuses

director in 12 months; weaknesses in

and the basis for determining

internal controls. The financial review

compliance with banking covenants.

includes the dreaded words ‘the group’s

The auditor also questioned the

lenders remain supportive’.

carrying value of goodwill, which at

Should a question have been raised

£2.56bn dwarfed equity (loss-absorbing

over its going concern status? It was

capital) of £291m. Six months later, a

– as discussed in the auditor’s report

£1.1bn impairment was booked as the

from EY, which crawled over cashflow

profits outlook deteriorated. Should

forecasts, covenant resets, business

the write-down have happened earlier?

plans, and so on. It ended up concurring

Maybe, but again problems are rife with

‘with the directors that no significant

accounting for acquired intangibles. At

uncertainty has been identified’.

this stage, EY did warn of a ‘material

The antidote to hindsight is that

uncertainty related to going concern’.

the company had a turnround plan,

The Financial Reporting Council,

for which the lenders had provided

which may investigate Thomas Cook,

additional ‘headroom’. It could sell its

published a revision to the auditing

airline and this year received several

standard on going concern a few

bids (later abandoned). With a name

days after its collapse. Would the

like Thomas Cook, one might have

exhortation to auditors to pay more

expected a rescue bid or investment,

attention to narrative items, such as

ahead of its collapse (rather than

principal risks, the business model

waiting until it had to be salvaged by
Hays Travel during the administration
process). And who knew in the autumn
of 2018 that the following holiday
seasons were going to be worse
than expected?
EY drew attention to ‘separately
disclosed items’ – costs and losses
that Thomas Cook excluded from
‘underlying profits’. At least the

and potential management bias, have

The antidote to
hindsight is that
the company had a
turnround plan, for
which lenders had
provided additional
‘headroom’

company had the decency not to call

28

made a difference in the Thomas Cook
case? I very much doubt it on the
question of the going concern basis for
accounting. This looks more a case of
management failure in tough market
conditions than audit failure.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA Society
of the UK and co-director of the Centre
for the Study of Financial Innovation.
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Pushing for more
Diversity and inclusion are vital to a healthy workplace and a successful profession, and
president Jenny Gu FCCA will make them her watchwords during her year in office
The world was a very different place
when I was a girl growing up in
Shanghai. Perhaps the biggest contrast
between then and now can be summed
up in a single word: opportunity.
While I was at school, chances for
girls were limited in all societies. It took
a great leap of imagination to look
beyond the roles that were traditionally
left for females.
Yet today I find myself writing my first
column as the new president of ACCA –
and I could not feel happier, prouder or
humbler at having the chance to serve
219,000 colleagues across the world, as
well as guarding the welfare of half a
million students and affiliates.
I owe this great good fortune to
ACCA, and I am thankful for all it
has done for me and for countless
thousands like me. I qualified with
ACCA in 1998, and joining our
wonderful association was perhaps the
best decision I have ever made in my
life. Now I am anxious to promote the
interests of professional accountants all
accountants bring to their work. I recall

for women, including at board-level,

my early days when accountants were

and to make the point that diversity is

make them the main themes of my

seen as auditors and nothing more.

good for businesses. It brings creativity,

presidency – are the values of diversity

Now we are trained for roles right across

innovation and ideas.

and inclusivity. I am honoured to serve

commerce and public administration –

as the first Chinese woman president of

an important and welcome change.

around the world.
My special passions – and I aim to

ACCA, and my mission is to champion

This matters so much to me. I have

Finally, I want to inspire women to
want more in their professional life,
to aim higher. Ambition is all about

the ever growing diversity of our

seen improvements in opportunities for

silencing the inner voice that tells

organisation, especially in attracting

women but they don’t go far enough.

women: ‘You aren’t ready, you can’t

females to the profession.

According to the most recent UN and

achieve, you won’t be able to get there.’

International Labour Organization

My aim is to ensure that in ACCA what

differences of gender, ethnicity, sexual

report, at the current pace of progress

everyone, especially women, hears is:

orientation, socio-economic status,

it will take another 200 years to bring

‘You are, you can, you will.’

age, physical abilities, and religious and

gender equality to the workplace. I want

political beliefs in the workplace, but

to speak about removing barriers to

Jenny Gu FCCA is chief operating

also about embracing all the talents that

equal pay and promoting equal chances

officer of Richemont China.

Diversity is not just about including

AB
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Tunnel vision
It is 30 years since the completion of the Channel Tunnel linking France and the UK.
Sadly, we’ve made little progress in our infrastructure since then, says Robert Bruce
Ongoing concern

Back in 1990 I bought my parents a tea

Hear Robert Bruce on the FRC’s audit/
going concern announcement, at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts.

towel while on a press trip. They lived
in Northumberland then and were very
cheered by the gift. The press event
had been to mark the engineering
breakthrough when both sections of

started work on their version, the RER,

the Channel Tunnel met in the middle

in 1961 and the initial line has been in

and the dream of having a rail link

efficient existence since 1977, with more

between England and France came

routes added since. And we all try not to

closer to being a reality.

mention the tangled saga of Heathrow.

It is now 30 years since that great

The last time anyone built a new runway

day, but the reality and the dream

for London was before I was born, and

have never quite tallied. The reason

that was not yesterday.

my parents were enthusiastic at the
idea can be found on the tea towel.

Global wannabe

‘Eurotunnel’, it said. ‘Look at it this way’.

It is an astonishing record for a country

And sure enough it showed something

with aspirations, or dreams, of being

like a London Underground map of

a major player in world trade. It would

the routes to come. ‘In 1993,’ it said,

have baffled our forefathers in the

‘you will be able to hop on a train from

railway boom of the Victorian and

Birmingham to Brussels. Or catch the

Edwardian eras. The reason London

8.23 from Newcastle to Nice (change

has such an array of major stations

at Paris).’ It was this that sparked

is because the dynamic business

enthusiasm in the Bruce house. Who

people of the North of England were

would not fancy popping on the train

determined to bring their trade and

to Nice from your local train station?

opportunities south. They built the

‘The Eurotunnel won’t simply be making

stations and the railways. And their

history,’ it continued, ‘it will also create

business followed. The huge vaults

the single biggest unified rail network

beneath St Pancras station were built

in the world’. It was, the slogan said, ‘A

to house vast numbers of barrels of

breakthrough for Britain’.

beer from Burton. The North was going

Across continental Europe this sort

to ensure it had all the trade routes it

of thing is a reality. You can hop on a

needed into the south of England. To

train in Paris mid-morning and be in
Zurich just after lunch. It’s just that here
in the UK we don’t do that sort of thing.
Infrastructure is something we prefer
to rail against, not actually do. Crossrail
in London, despite some extraordinary
engineering, finally foundered on
politics and has yet to open and make it

Maybe the reason
we have been so
poor at developing
infrastructure
is something
Anglo-Saxon

easy to zip through the city. In Paris they

30

an extent, it still does. Certainly the
political impetus is there.
The same types of powerful politician
and business people urge change. Andy
Burnham, one-time Labour minister, is
now mayor of Greater Manchester. Andy
Street, one-time managing director of
retail giant John Lewis, is now mayor of
the West Midlands and chair of the West
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At the height of the Eurotunnel’s
construction, 13,000 people
were employed.
Midlands Combined Authority. Both are

Benefits of infrastructure

influential business-based politicians

The advantages of HS2 are clear to Andy Street, West Midlands mayor and chair of

with a clear understanding, like their

its Combined Authority. ‘HS2 will be much more than a railway,’ he says. ‘Over the

Victorian and Edwardian predecessors,

coming years the project will transform the West Midlands by creating more than

of how important the developing and

100,000 jobs, adding £14bn to the local economy, providing thousands of supply

linking of transport infrastructure is in

chain opportunities to local businesses and connecting over two million people.’

enabling business and cultural growth.
Maybe the reason we have been so
poor at it in recent years is something

transport. Maybe there are other cultural

point’. And that just about sums up

else, something Anglo-Saxon. On the

issues at work that block or stymie

the last 50 years of hopes for the

continent of Europe, or in China or

progress in the UK.

benefits from infrastructure projects.

Japan, transport infrastructure is not

Another of the souvenirs from the

We are always tantalizingly close to

a problem. It powers onward. Yet in

Eurotunnel back in 1990 was a small

the breakthrough point, and then

the US, for example, infrastructure is

nugget of chalk marl, packaged in a

politicians step back, apprehensive

allowed to fall into decay. Rail transport

clear plastic box. It had, it said, been

about the possibility, or consequences,

there is seen as a demeaning form of

excavated ‘near the breakthrough

of success.

AB
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The
beating
heart
of Europe
Belgium has economic,
geographical and
political advantages
that make it an
attractive destination
for investors

T

here are good reasons why Belgium is
often described as the gateway to Europe.
Its geographical location means it is ideally

situated to serve the European Union’s (EU’s)
market of more than 500 million consumers, who
live within a 500-mile radius of the country. In
addition, Belgium’s capital, Brussels, is the de facto
capital of the EU and is home to some of its most
significant institutions, including the European
Commission and the European Council. It also
hosts a seat of the European Parliament.
Belgium’s population is over 11.3 million
and the country is bordered by four other EU
countries: France, Germany, Luxembourg and
the Netherlands. As an economy, it is very open
to exporters and it is quick and easy to open a
business there. Belgium is also culturally diverse,
which makes it an ideal market to launch new
products in, and a large proportion of the
population can converse fluently in three languages:
Dutch, French and English. The country has
excellent infrastructure – including airports, sea
ports, railways and roads – as well as a good
telecommunications network. Meanwhile,
many multinational companies
have offices in Brussels due to
the economic and political
significance of the city.
‘Brussels is the beating
heart of Europe,’ says
Thierry Legrain, an
accountant with business
services firm TMF Group.
‘It is an important financial
centre, it is home to the
EU headquarters, and it is
easily accessible from across
Europe. Many foreign
investors are attracted
to Belgium
because of its
multicultural

32
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population and the fact that several languages can easily be
used in the workplace.’

Top tips for doing business in Belgium
1. Appoint an effective adviser who combines a good

Good for business
A range of industries operate in Belgium. The country
is particularly known for its skills in vehicle-making,
pharmaceuticals, petrochemical production and the
manufacture of medical equipment. Many fast-moving
consumer goods groups have operations there, while transport
and logistics companies are attracted by the country’s location,
which makes it an excellent base from a logistical point of

understanding of your company with in-depth knowledge
of the local market.
2. Don’t expect to conduct business over the course of long
meals – Belgians like their meetings to be professional,
productive and, ideally, short.
3. Belgians prize punctuality, so aim to arrive five to 10
minutes prior to any appointment.
4. Understand that Belgium has cultural and linguistic

view. Belgium is also considered to be a knowledge centre.

divisions due to its population, which is comprised of

Its universities and hospitals are renowned as research and

people who represent three distinct cultural identities:

development (R&D) centres and innovation hubs.
‘We have a strong reputation for R&D and innovation due

Dutch, French and German.
5. Belgium has a long history in trade so Belgians are

to the high quality of our education and research facilities, the

often skilled negotiators. They are, however, flexible

availability of skilled workers and our tax incentives for R&D

and will be willing to accept a compromise even if it’s not

ventures,’ explains Legrain. ‘The government has introduced

the ideal solution.

R&D tax incentives, which aim to encourage companies to
invest in research and innovation. Among these incentives are
withholding tax exemptions for researchers’ salaries, as well as

tax returns, they need to compile their financial statements

tax relief on investment in patents and R&D.’

in a predefined format and file them with the National Bank

In 2017, Belgium enacted a reform of its corporate tax rate,

of Belgium on an annual basis. Depending on their activities,

which should increase the country’s attractiveness to foreign

they might also need to file a withholding tax return, a social

investors. The standard corporate tax rate fell from 33.99%

balance sheet that provides information about the workforce

to 29.58% in 2018 and is set to fall further to 25% from 2020.

and VAT returns, or provide statistical reporting to the National

Small and medium-sized enterprises have seen their tax rate

Bank of Belgium. If a branch of a company is incorporated in

reduced to 20.4% on the first €100,000 of net taxable income,

Belgium, the financial statements of the parent company need

provided that a minimum salary is paid to a least one of the

to be translated into one of the country’s official languages

company’s directors. This rate will go down further to 20% in

and filed with the National Bank of Belgium.

2020. ‘It’s good for companies,’ notes Legrain.

Belgium offers many exciting opportunities for companies
that want to tap the large and prosperous European market.

Issues to consider

To get the most out of these opportunities, however, they will

While there are many advantages to doing business in

probably need support from local experts who can help them

Belgium, the market presents some challenges that companies

to get to know the market and navigate the country’s rules and

should bear in mind. Traffic congestion is a problem, especially

cultural mores. These experts can also help companies on a

in Antwerp and Brussels. Furthermore, as Belgium is a federal

practical level – for example, in setting up bank accounts and

state, a lot of political decision-making power rests with its

providing insight into how business is conducted.

local communities and regions, which can make the country’s

‘When entering the Belgian market, it is important for

rules hard to navigate. At the same time, Belgium is a

companies to have the guidance of a local business services

bureaucratic country that requires businesses to comply with a

adviser,’ Legrain recommends. ‘On the one hand, the provider

lot of regulation. The legal system can also be a frustration for

should understand the needs of international business. On

companies due to its slow decision-making processes.

the other, it should have local expertise in order to guide

When operating in Belgium, there are a number of

companies through the administrative maze.’

AB

important accounting and tax obligations that companies must
comply with. For example, as well as preparing their corporate

Sally Percy, journalist

Content sponsored by TMF Group, which specialises in providing the administration services businesses need to set up and
expand within and beyond their home markets. Its expertise is in-house, on the ground, and in over 80 jurisdictions. tmf-group.
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The taxman’s cut
A survey of tax and other goverment levies on personal income across the G7 nations
and 23 other economies reveals wildly disparate levels of contribution to the state
More information

What’s the hit?

Income tax around the world covers high and super-high as
well as lower incomes – see bit.ly/UHY-global-income-tax.

UHY’s Income tax around the world report reveals the
average tax rate (including social security contributions
and other charges) on incomes of US$25,000 is 13% in Asia

in emerging economies. The global average tax rate has

Pacific, 19.2% in Europe, 23% in North America, and 23.5%

fallen from 20.7% to 19.2% since 2014, the report found.

Tax rates across the G7 nations on incomes of US$25,000

Germany

30.3%

Italy

US

18.0%

UK

14.7%

21.5%

Canada

18.3%

Japan

France

8.0%

5.0%

Highest tax rates on incomes of US$25,000 globally

Lowest rates on incomes of US$25,000 globally

Uruguay

Israel

48.0%

3.0%
China

Romania

5.1%

41.5%

Pakistan

Zambia

7.0%

37.0%

Australia

Mexico

9.0%

32.9%
Spain

Poland

29.5%

9.7%
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Stop the rot
Recent research highlights an upsurge in concern among small companies about the
business consequences of bribery and corruption, and what they can do about it

B

businesses of all sizes. Yet the most significant efforts

The role of accountants

to address these problems tend to focus on public

Do you think SMEs would welcome advice from their

bodies and big corporations, which are those most likely

accountant on the policies they need to have in place to deal

to be involved in cases where large sums of money change

with bribery and corruption?

ribery and corruption are challenges that affect

hands. Historically, little research has focused on the risks

76%

posed to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),

Yes

despite SMEs accounting for 99% of all formally registered
businesses in countries where accurate data is available.
Six years on from its 2013 global survey of the impact of
bribery and corruption on the SME sector, ACCA has carried
out another. The 2019 survey of ACCA members working

15%

in SMEs or providing them with professional services was

No

conducted via a public weblink, and its findings have been

9%

Don’t know

published in the report Combating bribery in the SME sector.
According to ACCA’s latest survey, nearly two-thirds (64%) of

‘SMEs are incredibly important,’ explains Jason Piper,
ACCA’s policy lead for tax and business law, and the author of

SMEs globally regard bribery and corruption as a concern.

the report. ‘In quite a lot of countries, the majority of working

This is a significant increase on 2013, when the figure was

people work in SMEs. Multinationals wouldn’t exist if they

just 43%. Survey respondents from sub-Saharan Africa, the

didn’t have SMEs in their supply chain, providing services,

Americas, Asia and the Middle East were most likely to be

goods and small parts. They are fundamental to the economy

worried about bribery and corruption. Concern was noticeably

in every part of the world. Anything acting as a drag on their

lower in Europe, probably as a result of the legislation and

productivity is something we should investigate and deal with.’

enforcement mechanisms that exist in the region.
When asked why bribery and corruption are problematic,
respondents compared them to a disease or rot, which if

What would help?

unchallenged, spreads through the business community,

How do you rate the following in helping SMEs to fight

damaging individual enterprises and ultimately national

corruption (on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is most effective)?

economies. Globally, 64% of SMEs believe that bribery
and corruption have a negative impact on the business

29%

19%

14%

15%

23%

High-profile prosecutions

10%

22%

encounter bribery when dealing with public sector officials.

26%

21%

20%

16%

19%

29%

27%

Whistleblowing rights for employees and businesses

17%

18%

22%

23%

21%

An ethical code for businesses to publicly sign up to

26%

36%

18%

12% 9%

The appointment of an auditor
1 (least effective)

36

2

3

In 2019, more than two-thirds of respondents (67%)
thought that SMEs routinely consider the risk of bribery

Guidance from professional and trade associations

9%

environment. The research found that SMEs are most likely to

when contemplating doing business in some countries. This
is in stark comparison with 2013, when only 38% thought
the same. Similarly, in 2019, 62% of respondents thought
that SMEs consider the risk of bribery when thinking about
doing business in certain sectors – compared with 45%
six years before. Another significant finding was the jump
in respondents who thought that over the past 10 years

4

5 (most effective)

businesses had become more willing to misrepresent their
financial statements to cover up corrupt behaviour. In 2019,
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45% believed this was the case, compared with 31% in 2013.
‘There are some encouraging findings around growing
awareness, and SMEs are readier to recognise when they
might be at risk,’ Piper says. ‘But the statistics are still not as
high as they should be. Some organisations don’t think about
bribery when they’re doing business overseas. But if you’re
doing business in particular regions, you are almost certainly
going to encounter it, so you should be considering it.’

Cry for help
While awareness is growing, a majority of SMEs (59%) do not
believe sufficient guidance exists to help them identify and
deal with instances of bribery and corruption. The survey
report concludes that accountants could play a major role
in helping SMEs protect themselves against bribery and
corruption risk. Three-quarters of respondents (76%) thought
that SMEs would welcome advice from their accountants on
how to establish policies and practices to deal with possible
cases of bribery and corruption.
Survey participants were asked
about possible measures that could
help SMEs to combat bribery and
corruption. Almost two-thirds (65%)
placed a high effectiveness rating on
laws granting whistleblowing rights
to employees and businesses where
they encounter instances of bribery
and corruption.
Meanwhile, there has been a shift
in perception of the usefulness of
prosecution as a deterrent. In 2013,
creating an environment where it was
clear that illegal activity would not

are organisations with a fair bit of

Respondents
compared corruption
to a disease or rot
that, if unchallenged,
spreads through
business, damaging
enterprises
and ultimately
economies

resource to throw at the problem
and an internal hierarchy that
facilitates the creation of a sensible
escalation process. In a business
with four or five employees, it’s not
practicable. Even in businesses with
50 to 70 employees, say, if someone
blows the whistle, then everyone
knows who that person is.’

Where next?

be tolerated (ie by means of high-

So what can SMEs take away from

profile prosecutions) was considered

the latest ACCA research? The

the most effective anti-corruption measure (listed by 40% of

report argues that SMEs should be proactive about addressing

respondents). In 2019, the figure has fallen to just 23%.

and managing the risk posed by bribery and corruption, even

‘We are perhaps seeing a loss of faith in prosecution as a
deterrent,’ Piper says. ‘Maybe there have not been as many
high-profile prosecutions as people may have hoped. But

if the steps they take are different in scale from those adopted
by large corporates or public bodies.
Piper advises policymakers to produce ‘clear, short and

even where there have been, there is still an atmosphere of

simple guidance’ and to ‘cooperate and coordinate so

bribery and corruption, and SMEs are encountering the same

that businesses know that they’re facing the same sort of

problems they have always encountered.’

environment wherever they are’. The bottom line, he says, is

Nevertheless, Piper points out that helplines and protection

this: ‘Policymakers should recognise the challenges that small

for whistleblowers pose their own challenges in terms of

businesses face, convey the strong message that bribery and

deterrence. ‘Most of the existing guidance around the

corruption are not acceptable, and put effective reporting

helplines and processes that enable people to blow the

mechanisms in place.’

AB

whistle if they see corrupt activity are built around public
sector organisations or large multinationals,’ he says. ‘These

Sally Percy, journalist
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Data decency
Applying an ethical approach to personal data processing is as a matter of good
governance never mind regulatory compliance, says John Bowman

fair and transparent and should meet the reasonable

T

requirements, data should be sourced and shared responsibly.

expectations of the individuals concerned. This

If organisations are unaware of the provenance of data and

ethical principle is not only behind the European Union’s

unsure whether data is properly protected when shared with

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which became

third parties, the risk of data breaches rises.

he processing of personal data ought to be lawful,

As a rule of thumb, quite apart from any legislative

law last year, but is also a guide to robust ethical corporate
behaviour generally.
Organisations that come within GDPR’s jurisdiction need to

38

Global reverberations
In the wake of GDPR, the ethical use of data (or ‘digital ethics’

be able to demonstrate they have a lawful basis for processing

as it is known) has become a global public policy topic. Tim

data – by obtaining the consent of the individual, fulfilling the

Cook, CEO of US tech company Apple, gave a keynote

terms of a contract or meeting the legitimate interest of the

speech at an international conference of data protection

organisation. They also need to be able to explain in clear

regulators in Brussels last year on the topic, during which he

terms what the processing is about, including the logic behind

said: ‘At every stage of the creative process, then and now, we

any automated decision-making. Where the processing

engage in an open, honest and robust ethical debate about

activity presents a high risk to individuals or society, then a

the products we make and the impact they will have. That’s

data protection impact assessment should be carried out and

just a part of our culture. We don’t do it because we have to.

appropriate measures put in place to help mitigate the risk.

We do it because we ought to.’
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Cook’s speech was widely reported at the time and pointed
to an aspect of ethical data use that has caught the attention

GDPR: data protection gets serious

of regulators: just because you can process data, even in

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation

creative and innovative ways, that does not mean that you

(GDPR), which became law in May last year, was designed

should. Elizabeth Denham, the UK Information Commissioner,

to address concerns that rapid developments in data-driven

referred to this point in a speech last year. ‘Fairness is where

services and technology could infringe the rights, freedoms

we crash against the questions of should we do this, rather

and interests of individuals. Such concerns arise, for example,

than can we do this. Fairness is a legal principle in the GDPR,

where connected devices track the behaviour of individuals

and we cannot expect it to be silent against should-type

without their permission, data is used for purposes other than

questions.’ She added, ‘Every time we make a ruling on the

those for which it was originally collected, and automated data

fairness principle, we reduce the real estate available for

processing makes decisions about individuals in a way that is

those who operate in the ethically questionable but legally

not transparent or easily explainable.

acceptable realm.’

In response to these concerns, GDPR seeks to strengthen

If the way that data is processed is considered ethically

the privacy rights of individuals – for example, through a ‘right

questionable, results in unfair outcomes for individuals, or

to be forgotten’, and better rights of access to information

has an adverse effect on society, then it may infringe GDPR’s

concerning them. GDPR also places stricter obligations on

fairness principle. And while notions of fairness can be difficult

organisations and makes them responsible and accountable

to frame, guidance is emerging. The European Commission

for the personal data they process. Despite the length and

issued a set of ethics guidelines for trustworthy artificial

complexity of GDPR, the obligations it places on organisations

intelligence earlier this year. Key elements of the guidelines

are generally straightforward.

include transparency (processing decisions should be

This overhaul of data protection law is enforced by a tough

explainable), diversity and non-discrimination (unfair bias must

enforcement regime where companies that violate the rules

be avoided), and accountability (design processes should be

can be fined up to 4% of their annual worldwide turnover.

assessed and auditable).
The Council of Europe also
published guidelines on artificial
intelligence and data protection
this year. These advise the adoption
of a values-based approach when
products and services are being
designed, and recommend that
applications give users meaningful
control over data processing.

Where to start
So what steps can organisations
across the world take to embed an

The approach to
data management
should reflect
the values of the
business, which
could include
customer outcomes
and the wellbeing
of society

which could include supplementary
questions on outcomes for customers
and society. The data protection
officer (a mandatory appointment for
public bodies and for certain types of
data processing activity) could offer
advice on ethical processing, as could
a stakeholder group, which would
provide direction on the approach to
be taken by the organisation.
Finally, some measures of success
should be in place to track the
outcomes of the approach taken.

ethical approach to data processing?

For example, information could be

Their activities should be reconciled
with wider issues of corporate responsibility, and the approach

held on the number of complaints relating to the fair use of

taken should reflect the values of the business, which could

data or whether the organisation has been subject to adverse

include customer outcomes and the wellbeing of society.

regulatory or media attention related to its data use.

Many organisations publish statements on human rights,

There is no one-size-fits-all approach to embedding data

environmental protection and ethical supply chains. Some may

ethics, but the steps outlined here should help to address the

wish to consider whether ethical data use and supply chains

ethical issues that the data-driven world continues to raise.

AB

fall into the same category.
On a more practical level, those organisations operating

John Bowman is a senior principal at IBM consultancy

under the requirements of GDPR should carry out a data

Promontory Financial Group, working in the privacy and

protection impact assessment for high-risk data processing,

data protection practice.
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Setting the pace
Finance professionals can play many roles within a single organisation, thus ensuring
their adaptability to whatever the future brings, IFAC finds in its latest report

H

aving a clear sense of what lies
ahead has never been more
important for professional

accountants in today’s complex and

uncertain business environment. But are these
professionals taking steps to ensure they have
the right mix of skills, experience and ability to anticipate
tomorrow’s unexpected demands? Are they future fit?
This is the question that is being posed
in boardrooms around the world. EY
has tackled this in a recent report,
Setting the pace or keeping up
– is your board future-fit? Here,
the firm sets out what it believes
are the actions that boardroom
executives need to take to build their
fitness levels so that they are not left
behind. ACCA has also put forward its own
findings from its ‘Generation Next’ research, which
investigated the drivers of change and the skills that
will be most needed in the future. Now the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC) has joined the debate.
Its research report, Future-fit accountants, probes the
roles that CFOs and their finance functions will need to
adopt over the next decade in order to remain integral to
their organisations. It highlights seven identities that
professional accountants will need to assume – some
are familiar and lie at the core to what professional
accountants do, but others may be less familiar
to many. But it is these roles that will ensure
they set the pace rather than follow
the pack.

Co-pilot, navigator, protector
The first role is of co-pilot. Sitting alongside
the CEO, the CFO will be actively involved
in all significant business decisions and major
initiatives to drive change and growth in the
organisation. Ready to take over the controls at a
moment’s notice, the CFO will be required to inspire and
lead others outside their own immediate finance teams. As
Sanjay Rughani, CEO of Standard Chartered Bank in Tanzania

40
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and deputy president of IFAC, says: ‘As a co-pilot, the CFO

experiences to effectively convey meaning, and provide

will have great chemistry with both the CEO and business

understanding and foresight as well as hindsight.

heads. The CFO will not only contribute to strategy but will

PVS Jagan Mohan Rao, a member of IFAC’s Professional
Accountants in Business Committee, picks up the story: ‘This

drive the strategy.’
The second role is one of navigator, someone who can

kind of storytelling will enhance the knowledge of the directors

steer an organisation toward value creation and sustained

and the board members, which will help them do better and

profitability by providing what IFAC describes as ‘decision-

ultimately the company will do better.’

relevant and actionable insights’. The navigator will identify

The fifth role that a future-fit accountant will need to

trends and uncertainties, opportunities and risks, trade-offs

develop is that of digital and technology enabler. IFAC

and implications through scenarios, forecasting and the use of

says such an enabler allows a ‘cognitive and data-driven

predictive analytics.

business that utilises digitalisation, including automation,

‘I draw heavily on my accounting skills and understanding

artificial intelligence and data, in ways that drive decisions

of the organisation’s business model to offer a breadth of

and growth’. But it will require effective collaboration with

view and insight that others in the organisation find difficult to

information and technology experts to enhance existing

assemble,’ explains Stuart Chaplin, Shell Trading & Supply’s

systems and tools and seize new opportunities that can boost
productivity and deliver value.

vice president of risk management.
‘Finance professionals are effectively

‘The fourth industrial revolution is

the spider in the web who can
connect the organisation and steer
outcomes to a higher level in terms
of value delivery.’
Third on IFAC’s future-fit list is the
role of brand protector. This is not
necessarily seen as a crucial part of
the professional accountant’s job
description, but that will change in
the future as they are called upon
to protect the organisation and its
reputation through the stewardship

forcing rapid evolution of business
models, and in order to remain

‘Finance
professionals are
effectively the spider
in the web who
can connect the
organisation and
steer outcomes to a
higher level’

competitive, companies must
become digitally savvy,’ says Daniel
Monehin, a former vice president at
Mastercard. ‘I am able to combine
the skillset of being an accountant
with the skill of partnership
with customers.’
Being a process and control expert
is the sixth area. While digitalisation
is disrupting existing processes, a

of tangible and intangible assets,

future-fit accountant will be able

and financial and non-financial

to reconfigure processes within

performance. As IFAC says in its report, professional

and beyond finance to drive efficiency and add greater value

accountants will do so through effective governance and

to customers. ‘If you have an outstanding process, every

control, taking into accountant key stakeholder expectations

employee in that process is above average from a customer

and social licence to operate.

perspective,’ says Larry White, executive director of the

‘Maintaining the reputation of an organisation is not just a
marketing activity,’ says Khalilullah Shaikh, CFO at Pakistan

Resource Consumption Accounting Institute.
Final, and arguably the most important aspect in today’s

International Airlines. ‘It requires strong governance processes

environment, the future-fit professional accountant will be

and stewardship of a company’s financial and non-financial

the trusted professional. As Wendy Yung, audit committee

data and assets, taking into account the expectations of all

member of the Hospital Authority Hong Kong, says: ‘From

stakeholders, including the public.’

my experience, professionals build trust in three ways: they
maintain high professional ethics, they keep a balanced view,

Storyteller, tech enabler, trusted professional
Next is the role of storyteller. A future-fit accountant will be

and they are forward-looking.’
Not every professional accountant will need to take on

able to enlighten internal and external stakeholders about the

each of these roles, nor are they mutually exclusive, but IFAC

organisation’s narrative, how it creates value, the opportunities

believes that each one will ensure the accountant remains

and the challenges it faces. Such a role transcends any one

relevant in the future.

AB

position, but the professional accountant is well placed
to deliver a company’s narrative using data, insights and

Philip Smith, journalist
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Nice try
The surprising financial success of the Rugby World Cup in Japan could be a ‘gamechanger’ and further the cause of promoting greater participation in the sport in Asia

T

he Rugby World Cup
in Japan is on track to

Scoreboard

break the revenue record

set by the 2015 tournament in
England, according to the sport’s
governing body. Concerns over
the unfavourable time zone and
whether that would undermine
media sales in the lucrative French
and UK television markets have
evaporated. Pre-tournament worries
about the commercial programme
and the perceived weakness of the
host team limiting domestic interest

and youthful continent,’ says World
Rugby chairman Bill Beaumont. ‘I

*

400,000 visitors are expected to have

believe we can look forward to a very

travelled to the tournament.

exciting and prosperous future for

*
*

1.8 million tickets available.

the game in this region.’

phase topped 4.5 million.

to deliver record revenues for a

*
*

200,000+ tickets went on general sale.

world cup tournament. An EY study,

31 matches were shown in Japan on

The Economic Impact of Rugby

free-to-air television channels.

World Cup 2019, estimates that

*
*

20 teams took part in the tournament.

the total output to the Japanese

72,327 – capacity of Japan’s biggest

economy will be US$4bn. The

stadium, International Stadium

tournament is predicted to increase

Yokohama.

GDP by US$2bn and boost tax

Ticket applications in the 2018 ballot

Japan Rugby 2019 is expected

revenues by US$200m. Travel and

also soon subsided.

accommodation could generate

Instead, the tournament’s impact
on the region could be a ‘game-changer’, according to

US$987m to the economy in direct expenditure. More than

governing body and tournament organiser World Rugby.

US$373m has already been invested in infrastructure projects,

Japan’s bid beat those of Italy and South Africa – two countries

while the tournament has employed 25,000 people.

with an established rugby infrastructure – to become the first
host outside of the traditional rugby-playing nations.
One major factor in the decision to hold the tournament

Japan Rugby 2019 is also hoping for long-term benefits.
‘Rugby World Cup 2019 represents an unprecedented
economic opportunity for the whole of Japan, with a wide

in Japan was the aim to encourage more participation in the

range of opportunities across many sectors,’ says organising

game across Asia. A programme linked to Japan’s bid, called

committee CEO Akira Shimazu. ‘Through investment in

‘Impact beyond’, confirms it has already hit an ambitious target

infrastructure, supporting jobs or generating tourism revenue

of reaching 1.8 million new participants in the game across

opportunities, this is a tournament that is on track to deliver

the region. More than one million participants interacted with

a significant economic legacy for our nation.’ By comparison,

the programme in Japan itself, while

Rugby World Cup 2015 in England

emerging rugby nations such as

produced an overall economic

Pakistan (237,000), China (180,000)

impact close to £2.3bn (US$2.83bn).

and India (106,000) made impressive

Big business

contributions. Both sexes of all ages
were also introduced to the game
in Bangladesh, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Nepal, the Philippines, Sri
Lanka and Vietnam.
‘The Rugby World Cup council
awarded the Rugby World Cup to
Japan because we believed that it
could be a powerful game-changer
for sporting and social change in

The quadrennial tournament is the

‘Rugby World Cup
2019 represents
an unprecedented
economic
opportunity for the
whole of Japan’

Asia, the world’s most populous

42

commercial and financial vehicle that
drives World Rugby’s investment in
the global game, supplying more
than 90% of World Rugby’s revenues
from broadcast, sponsorship and
other commercial income. World
Rugby invested £482m (US$593m)
between 2016 and 2019 at all levels
of the game, following the 2015
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Future players? Enthusiastic young supporters warm up
to welcome the French national team at a ceremony in
Fujiyoshida City on 15 September.
tournament. This represents a 38% increase on the previous

matches at the stadium. Abe said the US$2bn cost of the

four-year financial cycle.

stadium was too high and requested a new design. As a result,

The governing body defers all revenues and direct
expenditures related to Rugby World Cup until the year of the
tournament – as such, all revenues relating to the tournament
will be reported in its next set of accounts.

the stadium will now be ready in time to host the Olympic
Games in Japan next year.
While World Rugby admits that the loss of the venue has
had a ‘significant impact on the overall ticketing capacity and

With the Japanese tournament being hosted across 12

tournament budget’, the overall commercial success of the

cities, the economic benefits have been shared around the

tournament has come as a surprise to the organisers. Land

country. However, Singapore and Hong Kong – part of the

Rover and Société Générale are among the tournament’s

original Japan bid – were not chosen among the final 12

sponsors and are believed to have paid 25% increases on 2015

tournament locations. Japan’s initial bid allocated some pool

prices to renew their Worldwide Partners rights.

matches there in what it called a ‘tender for Asia’ to help

World Rugby’s chief commercial officer Tom Hill confims:

globalise the sport, but the International Rugby Board (IRB),

‘Commercial revenues are up. Broadcast revenues are up.

insisted matches must be staged within the host nation.

Ticket sales are better than 2015. Sponsorship revenues are

Preparations for the tournament were relatively smooth,

up. We were thinking potentially it wouldn’t be as attractive

with one major exception. Japan’s stadia development plans

for sponsors as 2015, given the time zone, but it’s been more

were surprisingly altered in 2015, after prime minister Shinzo

positive in terms of growth than we’d ever anticipated.’

AB

Abe shocked World Rugby by scrapping plans for the national
stadium in Tokyo, ending the host nation’s ability to stage

Alex Miller, journalist
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In praise of gratitude
Positive comments or behaviour can have beneficial effects on others, says Dr Rob
Yeung, leading to a greater sense of well-being and improved work satisfaction levels
Mounting evidence suggests that
gratitude is associated with multiple
benefits in the workplace. However, it’s
worth differentiating between various

Saying thank you
Watch Dr Rob Yeung talk about the
importance of expressing gratitude at
bit.ly/ACCA-RobYeung.

aspects of gratitude.
Two people can have almost identical

fundraisers phoned potential donors

more grateful. Trait gratitude is a

as usual. A second experimental group

personality characteristic, reflecting

received a short visit from the university’s

someone’s tendency towards being

director of annual giving who simply

grateful for their experiences in life. More

said to them: ‘I am very grateful for your

usefully, felt gratitude is an emotion, a

hard work. We sincerely appreciate your

sense of wonder and thankfulness, often

contributions to the university.’

brought about within an individual as the

CPD

control group of salaried university

circumstances in life yet one can feel

During the duration of the

result of positive comments or behaviour

experiment, the control group of

from another person. Finally, expressed

fundraisers on average made 41

gratitude comprises the set of comments

outgoing phone calls. The experimental

or behaviour that a person may use to

group of fundraisers who experienced

evoke felt gratitude within someone else.

the in-person expressed gratitude made

A recent study led by Portland State

on average 63 outgoing calls. Given

University’s Alicia Starkey monitored

that all of the fundraisers were salaried

146 hospital workers over 12 weeks.

and did not receive bonuses for their

Employees who were thanked more

call activity, the researchers concluded

often at work reported feeling more

that the expressed gratitude had been

satisfied with their work. They also

substantially effective at boosting those

reported sleeping better at night and

employees’ motivation. It is perhaps

fewer headaches.

worth noting that it only took a mere 16

What is remarkable about the study
is that the researchers simply asked

words of thanks to increase massively
their performance.

their participants how often they were

Employees who
were thanked
more often at work
reported feeling
more satisfied with
their work

44

thanked. It did not require expensive

Don’t take it for granted

or elaborate shows of appreciation in

A critic might argue that it should

order to generate more felt gratitude in

be obvious that gratitude matters.

the participants. Simply hearing others

However, employee opinion surveys

say ‘thank you’ more often made a

routinely show that more employees

difference to both their work satisfaction

feel underappreciated rather than overly

and well-being.

praised and recognised for their work.

In a separate investigation, business

Ideally, we might wish to believe that

researchers Adam Grant and Francesca

it should be obvious that gratitude

Gino tested the effects of a one-off

matters; however, the reality is that

instance of expressed gratitude on

most people either underestimate

employees’ performance. The first

its importance or are so caught up
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in their own work and problems that

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

they forget to express their gratitude

Q

towards others. Supporting this
interpretation, researchers Amit
Kumar and Nicholas Epley at

A colleague and I both applied
for a more senior position. I

got the job and now manage him.

Booth School of Business have

We used to get along, but he has

gathered data showing that those

lately become somewhat resistant

that express gratitude greatly

and unhelpful. He is older than me and has been with

underestimate how happy the

the company longer too, so perhaps he feels I’m not

recipients feel.

qualified to manage him. How should I confront him?

A

Employees may also find it
useful to express gratitude towards

Be careful not to jump to conclusions. Your promotion
and the changes in his behaviour may be correlated

their managers. Studies have found that

rather than causally linked. There might be other colleagues or problems causing

managers who feel insecure about their

him grief at work. Equally, it could be issues within his personal life that are affecting

competence are more likely to engage

his behaviour at work.

in aggressive behaviour towards

Even if your promotion has bruised his ego, it may only be a contributing factor,

employees, such as putting employees

rather than the sole explanation for the changes in his demeanour. The point is that

down and being excessively critical.

you cannot know his circumstances until you have asked him – gently – how he is

In other words, thanking difficult
managers or showing appreciation for

feeling about his work, and life in general too.
But before speaking to him, collect your thoughts and make notes about specific
examples in which you have found his behaviour challenging. Then find a less hectic

about their leadership may be a useful

moment in his schedule to have a one-to-one discussion together. Tell him about

tactic for reducing their mistreatment of

these instances that you have observed. Be sure to avoid implying that you know

you. Of course, this may be the last thing

what is going on inside his head. He may not have intended to be deliberately

you want to do, but it may at least give

resistant and unhelpful. He may not even have realised that you perceive him this

you a little more space in the short-term

way. Simply ask him for his opinions on what you have observed.

to consider your longer-term options.
Also bear in mind that expressing
gratitude may not be helpful in all
situations. For instance, according to

CPD

whatever you find genuinely positive

Your goal is to discover whatever issues or problems he has been facing – whether
they are external or related to you and your promotion. Only then can you decide on
the appropriate action to take together.

a new study led by researcher Jeremy

Tips for the top

Yip, expressing gratitude during a

Effective managers appreciate that employees may have suggestions that are worth

negotiation may create the impression

taking on board. After all, employees often receive more direct feedback from

that you are forgiving by nature; this

customers and tend to have greater insight into how corporate strategies are being

in turn may inadvertently encourage

translated into action. However, such managers also understand that they cannot say

other parties to attempt to exploit

yes to every idea. A new study led by Danielle King, a scholar at Rice University in

you. As a result, it may be more

Texas, has important implications for how managers should phrase their refusals.

appropriate to reserve your expressions

In two experiments, King exposed employees to either vague

of gratitude for collegial rather than

refusals that were phrased sensitively or specific reasons that

competitive circumstances.

were phrased insensitively. Employees were significantly

AB

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com.
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

more likely to stop making further suggestions when
they were received specific explanations delivered
insensitively than when they heard vague explanations
expressed sympathetically. In other words, to
encourage your employees to continue speaking up,
be sure to focus more on how you turn down their
ideas (ie how sensitively you come across) than what
you say in particular (ie the specific reasons you provide).
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Wisdom from the heart
In the second in a two-part series on leadership, Alison Young explains how stepping
out of your head and into your body can help give a clearer sense of what is right
A walk back through the management

be made for the business while

texts of yesteryear reveals a fascination

management is about ‘simply’

with what managers actually did

delivering consistently and predictably

throughout the day. Today, a

on predetermined plans, then

combination of technology and process

having great leaders at the top of

redesign means there is very little that

the organisation really matters. And

remains mysterious in this domain.

particularly so when it comes to
confronting ethical

Focus has instead shifted to ways in

and legal dilemmas.

which we can develop great leaders

A whole industry of

(as well as managers) who arguably,
hold in their hands more of the future
success of their organisation.
The difference between
leadership and management can

CPD

be debated. But if we believe

46

competency models and
personality assessments has
grown up to satisfy the thirst
to find ways to develop the most
effective leaders. In the right hands,

that leadership is about

such tools can play a powerful role in

the discretionary

personal and organisational change.

decisions to

They help guide and provide
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feedback on how the leader goes about

boardrooms. After all, it’s not what

to speak up. In turn, this leads to a more

their role with their colleagues and in

leaders traditionally have been trained

open environment where mistakes can

the wider business culture.

to do, and it flies in the face of strategic

be properly rectified before they risk

analyses, formal presentations and

escalating into corporate scandal.

When competencies are infused
with an enterprise’s values, they can

spreadsheets. For most leaders, tapping

provide a clear steer not just on the

into feelings is unfamiliar, uncomfortable

The feeling-believing loop

‘how’ but also on some of the ‘what’ of

and takes practice.

This practice is not about stopping

the leadership role. ‘Do the right thing’

So what is the practice? As with

reacting or thinking. Rather, being

is the rule for aspirational leadership

changing any habit, the first step is

able to access feeling-believing simply

(and employee) behaviour in more than

to have the desire to do something

offers the leader wisdom beyond their

one organisation from Amsterdam to

differently. After that, it’s as much about

positional power and into the ways

Zhengzhou. But neither that nor any

not doing as it is about doing.

they connect with people and the

other such aspiration can ever hope to

Leaders can easily fall into the

communities they serve. The leader’s

capture the range of ethical dilemmas

reacting-thinking loop in the face of

thinking that then follows is based on a

that face most leaders. In fact, having

unwelcome news. Imagine a leader

broader foundation of input rather than

tight definitions of the organisation’s

being given information that, for

on a knee-jerk emotional reaction. To

required leadership behaviour has not

example, suggests that safety or

‘not do’ in the moment takes courage:

proven to be an insurance policy against

to pause, connect with and reflect

corporate scandal or malpractice.

on what the leader is actually feeling

So if leadership competencies and
behaviour cannot be relied on to put a
brake on unethical or illegal behaviour

Listening to the body
Perhaps we need to strip away the
‘industrialisation’ of leadership and get
back to basics to discover what sits at
the heart of leadership – literally the
heart. Courage comes from the French

aren’t typically welcome guests on the
business agenda.
If listening is one side of the
leadership coin, then speaking the
leader’s truth is the other.
Courageous conversations require the
leader to stay engaged with how they’re
feeling, to feel ok with any discomfort
they may be experiencing, and to speak
their truth – to peers, senior or junior
colleagues, or shareholders. And after
they’ve told their story, they need to

word for heart (coeur), which used to

manage any reactions others may have.

be considered the seat of all feelings.
Nowadays, neuro-cardiologists have

quality standards have been breached.

History tells us that authentic moments

the technology to measure and confirm

Quite likely, their reacting-thinking

of truth on the part of a scandal-hit

that the heart has a functional brain in

loop pushes them to respond with a

CEO do more to rally a share price than

its own right. Leaders who can tap into

challenge back, a verbal justification or a

any amount of half-hidden untruths or

the innate intelligence of the heart’s

jump into analytical problem solving.

justifications. Rather than relying on an

‘brain’ are able to draw on a richer

Adding in a feeling-believing loop

elaborate leadership construct to tell

wisdom. It is this head-heart connection

offers the leader a broader sense of

them what’s right, leaders merely need

that helps the leader focus on what’s

what’s possible. Neuroscience suggests

to look inside themselves: the answer

important and right in the face of moral

that this loop helps the leader make

was there all the time.

or ethical choices.

use of, rather than run away from, how

AB

they feel about the unwelcome news,

Alison Young is a director of

to step out of their head and into their

and therefore face what’s important

Leaders in Change.

body so that they can listen to what

or a priority. This loop also opens up

is really being said by others, and not

the relational connection between the

But attempts to encourage leaders

just hear what they want to hear, are

leader and the person who delivered

typically met with raised eyebrows and

the news, thereby helping to break

uncompromising scepticism in most

down hierarchy and encouraging others

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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for the individual leader, what can?

Tight definitions of
required leadership
behaviour have
not proven an
insurance policy
against corporate
scandal or
malpractice
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Striving for PIR-fection
An exhaustive post-implementation review process means a financial reporting
standard is anything but done and dusted when it is issued, as Adam Deller explains
CPD

Making a significant change is a long

the subject of a public consultation,

IFRS 3, Business Combinations. With

and slow operation. Even the UK’s

where the IASB invites comments on

IFRS 8 and IFRS 13, the IASB decided

departure from the EU is a quicker

an exposure draft of the standard. The

not to make any changes. IFRS 8 got as

process than the issue of a new IFRS

second phase considers the comments

far as an exposure draft with proposed

Standard. Issuing a new standard is a

and presents the findings. Just as the

amendments, but the IASB decided

long and arduous affair, requiring many

creation of a new standard can take a

not to proceed with these. IFRS 13

stages of discussion and comment, and

long time, so can the PIR.

was an even simpler process, with the
IASB concluding that the information

involving a vast range of stakeholders.
There is rarely full agreement when the

Completed PIRs

required by the standard has been

standard is issued, which means that

To date, the IASB has completed three

useful with no particularly unexpected

the process does not simply stop then.

PIRs – on IFRS 8, Operating Segments,

increases in costs from its application.

The standard-setter, the International

IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement, and

The result of the PIR on IFRS 3 was

Accounting Standards Board (IASB),

less simple, as is often the case for

conducts a post-implementation review

group accounting issues. At the end

(PIR) of each new standard. This is a

of the second PIR phase for IFRS 3,

mandatory step, and the objective is to
assess whether the standard is working
as intended. The PIR considers the
impact of the standard on preparers,
investors and auditors. It also looks
at any issues that may arise after
the publication of the standard, as
well as those that were important or
contentious during its development.
The first phase of a PIR identifies the
matters to be examined, which are then

There is rarely
full agreement
when a standard
is issued, which
means that the
process does not
simply stop then

several areas were identified that
warranted further research. This led
to amendments in the definition of
a business, and work is ongoing in
relation to the accounting for goodwill
and impairment – the subject of major
discussion, with the debate taking
numerous twists and turns.
There is a belief that under IFRS 3
impairment is recognised too late
and often not enough. This column
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has followed the discussion around

slender majority for that decision (eight

Statements, and SIC-12, Consolidation –

proposed changes to the impairment

of the IASB’s 14 members), the board

Special Purpose Entities.

test, including how to deal with

is very interested in what stakeholders

the effect of shielding in the initial

think, further reinforcing the importance

in Joint Ventures. The major change

calculation of goodwill. The IASB’s

of feedback during the PIR process. As

was a requirement for joint ventures

current view is that it is not feasible to

the IFRS 3 experience shows, a PIR can

to be accounted for using the equity

make the impairment test significantly

be a long and difficult process, but it

method, removing the option of the

more effective at recognising

is also a vital one in trying to produce

proportionate consolidation method.

impairment losses of goodwill. The only

robust standards that lead to better

currently proposed change is to amend

financial reporting.

the way that value in use is estimated,

for interests in subsidiaries, joint

Upcoming PIRs

arrangements and associates,

the impairment test.

The current research pipeline includes

in addition to disclosures about

a PIR of IFRS 10, Consolidated

unconsolidated structured entities.

test, the IASB is currently considering

Financial Statements, IFRS 11, Joint

the removal of the mandatory annual

Arrangements, and IFRS 12, Disclosure

Subsequent alterations

goodwill impairment test. The present

of Interests in Other Entities. These

So far, there have been only limited

proposal is that companies would need

three standards were issued together

amendments to the three standards,

to perform quantitative tests only when

in May 2011 and became effective for

which is consistent with the approach

there is an indication that impairment

annual periods beginning on or after

prior to a PIR. The IASB changed

may have occurred.

1 January 2013. They were issued partly

IFRS 10 to define an ‘investment entity’

as a response to the financial crisis of

as one whose business purpose is to

whether more intangible assets should

2008, with one of the major aims being

invest funds solely for returns from

be recognised separately from goodwill

to ensure that enterprises were no

capital appreciation and/or investment

to provide more useful information.

longer able to hide the true underlying

income. Once defined, the changes to

Based on the feedback to date, the

position by excluding particularly risky

IFRS 10 require an investment entity not

IASB has not found persuasive evidence

companies from their balance sheets.

to consolidate entities it controls but to

Another discussion has been about

CPD

IFRS 12 is a disclosure standard that
includes revised disclosure requirements

simplifying some of the requirements for
Instead of improving the impairment

that this would be useful, so no changes
are proposed.

50

IFRS 11 replaced IAS 31, Interests

IFRS 10 provides a single
consolidation model applicable to

measure those investments at fair value
through profit or loss.

The question of the reintroduction of

all entities based on the principle

the amortisation model continues. The

of control, addressing divergence

an acquirer of an interest in a joint

IASB’s preliminary view is that it should

in practice in applying IAS 27,

operation in which the activities

not be reintroduced – but with only a

Consolidated and Separate Financial

constitute a business to apply all of the

The amendment to IFRS 11 requires
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principles in business combinations

also form part of the PIR. Currently

line with the approach in the US. There

accounting in IFRS 3.

no standard exists for businesses

appears to be little appetite to return

under common control, and there is a

to having the option of proportionate

Issues arising

possibility that some guidance could be

consolidation, so the major aspects of

IFRS 10 is the most likely of the three

folded into one of these three standards

this are likely to remain.

standards to attract attention. One of

when the guidance is finalised.

the aims of IFRS 10 is to prevent entities

The accounting for joint ventures

Next stage

being able to avoid the consolidation

under IFRS 11 is now very close to the

In the final quarter of 2019, the IASB

of special purpose vehicles (SPVs) that

treatment adopted by the US standard-

is seeking input from its consultative

they simply don’t want to consolidate.

groups and the IFRS Interpretations

There was potential uncertainty over

Committee, with the PIR featuring in

the application from IAS 27 and SIC-12,

meetings in October, November and

and IFRS 10 really looked to provide a
stronger, clearer definition of control.
The standard now also provides detailed
guidance on assessing control in
addition to numerous examples of when
entities will qualify for consolidation.
This has improved the situation but
there is the risk that some entities may
adopt a narrow, legalistic interpretation

The aim was to
ensure enterprises
could not exclude
particularly
risky companies
from their
balance sheets

December. It will also hold meetings
with other stakeholders before bringing
out a summary of these findings in the
first quarter of 2020.
With group accounts forming a
number of the research projects on the
IASB’s agenda, it will be interesting to
see if some of those projects are folded
into the PIR of these standards, or if they
form separate pieces of work. Either

examples to the point that if the SPV

way, it is likely that the spotlight will

is not identical to an example, they

remain on group accounting well into

can avoid consolidation. It may well be

setter, the Financial Accounting

that additional situations arise during

Standards Board, meaning that there

the PIR that lead to further illustrative

are unlikely to be significant revisions

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

examples. It is unlikely that there will be

to the standard, if any at all. While the

specialist and lecturer.

significant revisions to the definition of

removal of proportionate consolidation

control, but further guidance on specific

was one of the more controversial

arrangements is a distinct possibility.
The current project relating to
businesses under common control could

aspects of the new standards, it is
extremely unlikely there will be a
return to it, especially as it is now in

2020, and possibly beyond.

AB
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of the standard and illustrative
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and reporting

You can find the ACCA guide drawn

attorney, Court of Protection deputy

from the latest Charity Commission

Charity reporting

or trustee of an occupational

guidance at bit.ly/ACCA-trustees-exam.

An independent examiner must report

pension scheme

*

in respect of your fees and any

on whether they have reasonable cause

SRA reports

to believe that in any material respect:

As highlighted over the past few

*

proper accounting records were

months, the new Solicitors Regulation

not kept

Authority (SRA) reporting regime is

In circumstances where the only client

*

the accounts do not accord with the

effective from 25 November and the

money you hold or receive falls within

accounting records

changes are significant. The SRA has

rule 2.1(d) above, and:

*

if accruals accounts were prepared,

brought its revised guidance into one

they do not comply with the legal

area and has supplemented the rules

*

requirements and the applicable

with Q&As. See sra.org.uk.

received prior to delivery of a bill for
the same.

that the accounts give a ‘true

accountant should ensure that they

and fair view’, which is not a

recheck the definition of clients’ money

matter considered as part of an

and exemptions available. The definition

independent examination.

in 2.1 and 2.2 states: ‘“Client money” is

any money held for disbursements
relates to costs or expenses incurred
by you on behalf of your client and

The changes mean that any reporting

SORP, other than the requirement

unpaid disbursements if held or

for which you are liable and

*

you do not for any other reason

*

you are not required to hold

maintain a client account
this money in a client account if

If an examiner identifies any other

money held or received by you:

you have informed your client in

significant concerns, they must include

*

relating to regulated services

advance of where and how the

*

on behalf of a third party in relation

In 2.3 the SRA states the exemptions

them in the report to the trustees. For
example, the report may state that there
has been material expenditure that is not

money will be held.’

delivered by you to a client
to regulated services delivered

as being that ‘You ensure that client

consistent with the terms of the charity’s

by you (such as money held as

money is paid promptly into a client

governing document. The examiner

agent, stakeholder or held to the

account unless:

must also report to the commission

sender’s order)

*

directly (and the other UK charity
regulators if applicable) if they identify
any matter of material significance.

*

as a trustee or as the holder of a

in relation to money falling within
2.1(c), to do so would conflict

specified office or appointment,

with your obligations under rules

such as donee of a power of

or regulations relating to your
specified office or appointment

The Budget

*

expected 6 November). If you require

payments received from the Legal
Aid Agency for your costs, or

ACCA will produce guidance whenever
the Budget is announced (currently

the client money represents

*

you agree in the individual
circumstances an alternative

the SMP newsletter, please amend your

arrangement in writing with the

email preferences so you receive the

client, or the third party, for whom

Budget edition of In Practice. See a past
example at bit.ly/ACCA-ip-budget2018.

the money is held.’
The alternative arrangement ‘third-party
managed accounts’ continue to be

Chancellor of the Exchequer Sajid
Javid will deliver the Budget.
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promoted, with the SRA guidance on the
area being updated. See bit.ly/sra-ethics.
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Academy trusts
The requirement to report related-party

Deal or no deal?

transactions started on 1 April, with

Below, we look at some of the

the reporting system being developed

issues to consider when (or if) the

between April to September. As a

UK leaves the European Union (EU).

reminder, academy trusts are required

*

to notify and, when the criteria are met,

Landlords. There will be no
changes to the right to rent for

seek approval from the Education and

EU, European Economic Area

Skills Funding Agency for related-party

(EEA) and Swiss citizens and

transactions before they are actioned.

their family members living in the UK until 31 December 2020 if the UK leaves

The financial reporting position is

the EU without a deal. The current right to rent checks will remain in force. See

unchanged, as is the definition of
what is a related-party transaction.
The change is to the in-year or period

bit.ly/brexit-rent.

*

reporting obligations.

National insurance contributions. HMRC’s Employer Bulletin highlights
that ‘In the event the UK leaves the EU without an agreement, there may
be changes for UK employers who have people working in the EU, the EEA

Following the development, updated

or Switzerland.’ It contains guidance on deductions and highlights that ‘If

documentation has been issued,

your employee is a UK or Irish national working in Ireland, their position

including a checklist, which highlights

will not change after Brexit, they are covered under the international

the requirements, references these

agreement signed by the UK and Ireland in February 2019’. Visit

requirements to the handbook, and

bit.ly/brexit-employer.

details the information and documents
needed to complete the return. More at

*

bit.ly/academies-rpt.

VAT MOSS. After Brexit, you will no longer be able to use the UK’s VAT Mini
One-Stop Shop (MOSS) service to declare sales and pay VAT due in EU
member states. For the final return period for the UK’s VAT MOSS system,
currently the period ending 31 December 2019, only sales made before

Charity disclosures

Brexit should be included in the final return. For sales made after Brexit,

As a reminder the SORP contains

you’ll need to register for either VAT MOSS in any EU member state, or VAT

the following requirements requiring

in each EU member state where you sell digital services to consumers.

disclosure of related-party transactions. It

See bit.ly/brexit-dig-vat.

states that if ‘there have been no relatedparty transactions in the reporting

*

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). If you are a UK business or
organisation that complies with the GDPR and has no contacts or customers

period that require disclosure, this SORP

in the EEA, you do not need to do much more to prepare for data protection

requires that this fact must be stated’.

compliance after Brexit. The guidance states that you should ‘Make sure you

Where a related-party transaction is

review your privacy information and documentation to identify any minor

identified, a ‘reporting charity must not

changes that need to be made after Brexit’. If you receive personal data from

state that related-party transactions

EEA contacts, you need to take extra steps to ensure the data can continue

were made at open market value or on

to flow after Brexit. More at bit.ly/brexit-gdpr. Changes to engagement

terms equivalent to those that prevail

letters would be under the transfer of personal data section, changing the

in arm’s length transactions unless such

EEA reference to UK.

terms can be substantiated’. However,
the following must be disclosed:

*

‘the description of a relationship
between the parties (including

*

the interest of the related party or
parties in the transaction)

*
*
*

a description of the transaction(s)

any amounts written off from
such balances during the

*

any other elements of the

*

the disclosure of the name(s) of the

reporting period

*

transactions which are necessary for
the understanding of the accounts

the terms and conditions, including
any security and the nature of the

transacting related party or parties.’

the amounts involved

consideration to be provided in

It is also stated that the required

outstanding balances with related

settlement

disclosure ‘may be given in total for

details of any guarantees given

similar transactions and type of related

or received

party except where disclosure of an

parties at the reporting date and
any provisions for doubtful debts

*
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individual transaction or connected

It went on to highlight that the position

observed. It is sometimes hard to tell if

transactions is necessary for an

may be different in any case where

an email is fraudulent or requires further

understanding of the impact of the

there is outstanding debt, highlighting

investigation.

transactions on the accounts of the

several examples including: ‘Third party

charity; or is required by law’.

debt secured on the property when the
company is liquidated: the assumption

Tax
De-enveloping barriers

More at bit.ly/hmrc-phishing.

Law

of debt is considered chargeable
consideration for SDLT purposes

New work opportunities

pursuant to FA 2003 Sch 4 para 8.’

From 2020, all disputes below £100,000
will have to go through an alternative

When a distribution of the property in
specie occurs, it can result in potential

Tax engagement letters

dispute resolution (ADR) process. Two of

stamp duty land tax (SDLT) for the

Information on the update to Factsheet:

the most common types are mediation

shareholder. A recent article in the Tolley

Engagement letters for tax practitioners

and arbitration. Mediation is where

Tax Journal – ‘The increasing costs of

and new additional sub-contractor

an independent third party helps two

de-enveloping residential property’ –

guidance from a collaborative working

parties who are in a dispute reach a

highlighted that ‘on the assumption that

party of ACCA, ATT, CIOT, AAT and

mutually acceptable outcome. The

the shareholder is an individual, no SDLT

STEP and when it will be available can

mediator will add formal structure to

charge should arise in cases where:

be found at bit.ly/ACCA-technical.

reaching a voluntary agreement. The

*
*

the company’s only asset is the

Fraud

Arbitration is where an independent

property and

Busy times provide an opportunity

third party considers the facts and takes

there are no liabilities (other than

for those looking to commit fraud,

a decision that’s legally binding.

issued share capital).’

as normal safeguards may not be

*

mediator cannot impose a solution.

the company is debt free

ACCA will shortly publish ADR
guidance that provides an overview
of the various ADR mechanisms, how
these are used and what underpins
them. These include negotiation,
early neutral evaluation, expert
determination, arbitration, mediation,
mediation/arbitration hybrids, minitrial and conciliation. The purpose
is to encourage ACCA members to
think about ADR and how it can be
implemented within their existing
businesses to enhance their offerings,

Business risk, opportunity and sanctions

provide expertise and generate
revenue. We have also produced a

Overseas Business Risk guides provide information for businesses on potential risks

contractual clause to trigger the use

when trading. The guides cover political and economic risks, human rights issues,

of ADR.

bribery, terrorism, criminal activity and intellectual property. Visit bit.ly/gov-obr.

Following on from this work,

FCO Political and Economic Updates provide information for UK businesses on

ACCA signed a memorandum of

how to identify opportunities and guard against political and economic risks when

understanding with The Academy

trading overseas. See bit.ly/fco-updates.

of Experts. This partnership and the

Exporting Country Guides aim to assist businesses that are interested in

ADR materials provide a new stream

developing their overseas trade. They contain sections that consider startup, legal,

of potential work for accountants,

and tax and customs issues. The latest updates are at bit.ly/gov-export-guide.

especially small and medium-

You can find details of regimes and designated persons subject to sanctions at
bit.ly/gov-regime and bit.ly/gov-targets.

sized practitioners, that utilises
their strong skillsets. More at bit.ly/
ACCA-technical.
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Cartels
The Competition and Markets
Authority continues to highlight how it
investigates and takes action against
cartels (bit.ly/cma-cartel). It has a
number of investigatory tools at its
disposal and can:

*

turn up and search company

*

search the homes of individuals if

offices unannounced and request
information and documents
there is a suspicion that there will be
relevant documents there

*
*

interview people, either using

Property rental deductions and expenses

compulsory interview powers or on

Property deductions and expenses are straightforward in many instances, with the

a voluntary basis

requirement that rental business expenses must be incurred wholly and exclusively

compel companies or individuals to

for business purposes and not be of a capital nature. Difficulties arise where other

give information or documents.

factors, such as dual purpose or the distinction between capital and revenue, apply.

More at bit.ly/ACCA-comp-law.

HMRC’s Property Income Manual highlights the difficulty in the section on ‘Repairs
after a property is acquired’. The statement opens with ‘Repairs to reinstate a worn

Anti-money laundering

or dilapidated asset are usually deductible as revenue expenditure. The mere fact

Consider the following: a longstanding

that the customer bought the asset not long before the repairs are made does not in

client, the sole director and shareholder

itself make the repair a capital expense. But a change of ownership combined with

of a company, informs an accountant

one or more additional factors may mean the expenditure is capital.’
The factors highlighted in the manuals that influence any decision include:

that they had engaged a firm of tax
specialists to deal with an enquiry. The
director discloses to the accountant

*

‘A property acquired that wasn’t in a fit state for use in the business until the

*

‘The price paid for the property was substantially reduced because of its

that they had over-claimed mileage
expenses and asked the new firm
of tax specialists to negotiate a

repairs had been carried out or that couldn’t continue to be let without repairs
being made shortly after acquisition.
dilapidated state. A deduction isn’t denied where the purchase price merely

settlement with HMRC on their behalf.

reflects the reduced value of the asset due to normal wear and tear (for example,

The accountant ends the business

between normal exterior painting cycles). This is so even if the customer makes

relationship. Clearly, there could be

the repairs just after they acquire the asset.’

trust issues in the future. Later, the

It also states that ‘the underlying principle is that the cost of buying a property in

accountant is interviewed by the police

good condition is clearly capital expenditure. Hence the cost of buying a dilapidated

under caution. There had in fact been

property and putting it in good order is also capital expenditure.’

no tax enquiry on over-claimed mileage
expenses; instead, the former client had
generated fake invoices to a public-

and fined by the court. They were also

on its client base as a whole and at

sector body. The accountant had no

disciplined by their professional body.

individual client level. It also highlights

What would be expected now of a

that firms must have in place adequate

knowledge of the fraud.

firm? Obviously, they should make a

documentation of their policies, risk

ago, the accountant was convicted of

subject access request to the National

analysis, training, actions taken and

an offence of failure to disclose the

Crime Agency using its online reporting

reporting.

suspicion of a proceeds of crime offence

tool, following the report requirements

under section 330 of the Proceeds of

(see bit.ly/nca-fraud). But the case

to members a simple policies and

Crime Act (POCA) 2002, relating to his

highlights the importance of robust

procedures proforma to help with the

belief that the client had over-claimed

proportionate policies and procedures,

requirements. You can find the support

mileage expenses. They were convicted

with risk assessments made by the firm

at bit.ly/ACCA-aml-guide.

In this real-life case from a few years

ACCA has made available free
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Mythbusting
The impact of IFRS 17 on insurers’ operations will be
anything but standard, says Alex Foreman-Peck FCCA
IFRS 17, Insurance contracts, issued

finance system often record year of sale,

in May 2016, had the objective

the grouping required might result in

of aligning accounting treatment

extra data having to be captured up

across the industry to increase the

front, and these administration systems

understandability and visibility of

may require costly modification or even

insurance companies’ performance.

re-implementation.

The International Accounting

should be grouped according to

proposing amendments to the standard

risk type and how the organisation

in the light of stakeholder concerns has

manages that risk when deciding what

meant that the implementation date

is a portfolio. However, this grouping

is likely to be pushed back to January

tends to occur already, as it is needed

2022, giving insurers more time to

for reserving and reporting internally

prepare for the changes.

downstream. Sufficient data capture

The extent of these changes,
including those relating to internal

CPD

The standard dictates that contracts

Standards Board’s recent consultation

reporting, will vary from insurer to

is typically already available in the
underwriting/claims systems.
The second hypothesis was that

insurer depending on the risks they

general insurers would not be impacted

underwrite and their existing operating

due to the simplified premium allocation

model (the interaction of data, systems,

approach. This has also proved to be

processes and people).

false. Although the liability for remaining

When the standard was near

coverage remains substantially the

finalisation, there was much speculation

same as under current standard IFRS 4,

about its potential impact. Let’s explore

the fundamentals of calculation for the

four of the hypotheses.

liability for incurred claims often differs.

True or false?

themselves outputs of calculation –

The first hypothesis was that IFRS 17

specifically, the discount rate and the

would require fundamental changes to

risk adjustment to expected cashflows.

data capture and analysis in upstream

Where these or equivalents are already

systems. This has proved to be false.

used, they are often different from those

All business functions produce an

required by IFRS 17. Consequently, they

output. In the case of finance, this is

will require new processes to determine

often in the form of numerical reports

them and, potentially, system support

with interpretation. This requires a

to do so. The discount rate may require

process of taking raw data and turning

new yield curves to be sourced. The

it into information, to be interpreted

illiquidity premium must be calculated

by skilled people. IFRS 17 states

and applied at regular intervals.

New inputs are required that are

that insurance contract data must

56

The risk adjustment has many more

be segmented by portfolio, annual

options for determination, and these

cohort and profitability. While the

are likely to be different from existing

administration systems that feed the

regulatory and statutory equivalents.
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The third hypothesis is that, as the

above should be recorded at contract

amalgamate data before posting to the

standard integrates accounting and

inception and subsequently. These

general ledger. These software tools

actuarial disciplines, processes within

balances and movements must be

often generate the double entry needed

finance will need to be re-engineered.

converted to double-entry for posting

for the general ledger. Again, storage

Again, false. Many finance functions

to the new nominal accounts in the

may be a problem.

are divided between the accountants

general ledger.

who deal with the accounting for

Surprisingly few finance or enterprise

Organisations face a number of

resource planning (ERP) systems have a

premium and outstanding claims, and

choices of where and how the CSM

subledger to provide a more integrated

the actuaries who calculate the liability

calculation and tracking occurs. Usually

solution than might be available on

for incurred claims for short-term

the first port of call is the actuarial

middleware. The existing IT strategy

business and/or the long-term liability

liability tool, with modifications or

and architecture may determine which

for business written on a periodic

upgrades to calculate the building

solution type is best.

basis. Typically, the function performs a

blocks that result in the CSM.

‘light touch’ calculation at quarterly or

Some providers are extending their

half-yearly intervals, with a full report at

functionality in this area, and this can be

The path to IFRS 17 will be a long one.
The practical impact is more confined to
the finance function than first thought

the year end.
With IFRS 17, the expected cashflows
become far more integrated, with those
flows realised each period in the income
and expenditure statement. Every
reporting period requires the unwinding
of a discount rate and amortisation

CPD

of the deferred profit earned for that

The practical
impact is more
confined to the
finance function
than first thought

period. Most of these movements are
formulaic and can be accommodated
through automated, recurring, periodic
journal posting into the general ledger.
The month-end process is therefore
unlikely to change radically.
Reassessment and potential
remeasurement of the capitalised
cashflows on the balance sheet,
adjusting for actual versus expected
cashflows, can continue to be updated
quarterly or less frequently. So, while the

attractive to insurers looking to upgrade

and changes measurement rather than

nature of calculations may change, the

this system anyway. Those not already

the fundamentals of what accountants

activities and their sequence are unlikely

on the cloud may have problems with

and actuaries do. Any solution will be

to need to.

storage capacity and may wish to use an

IT-dependent.

The final hypothesis is that there will

existing data warehouse for storage and

While the destination has become

be fundamental change to systems

retrieval. A data warehouse is just that

more certain, the path there continues

downstream. This has proved true.

though, and not a calculation engine of

to provide surprises.

All insurers will require changes and

the type needed by IFRS 17.

investment in their systems. This

Rather than alter the actuarial tool

begins at the calculation of cashflows

too much, middleware packages may

for contract groups, the determination

be purchased to take in the cashflows

of risk adjustment to those cashflows

and do the necessary calculations.

and consequential deferred profit,

This option is more attractive to larger

the contractual service margin (CSM).

insurers, which may have many actuarial

Thereafter each component listed

tools in operation and may wish to

AB

Alex Foreman-Peck FCCA is a partner
at AFP Advisory.
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Intelligent take on tax
Like so many areas, tax is benefiting from the advances in artificial intelligence.
Far from putting professionals out of work, it’s likely to encourage more recruits
Advances in artificial intelligence (AI)

function needs to be nimble and

skills. On the other side, there is

are continuing to rip up the rulebook

accurate, able to provide information

the digitalisation of everything; the

for all industries and professions. In this

the enterprise needs for business

need for effective predictive and

‘fourth industrial revolution’, tax is no

decisions. But there is a twin pillar that

calculation models; how financial and

exception. A number of studies have

stands alongside this – compliance

reputational risk is managed; the need

examined how AI is likely to impact

and the increasingly complex rules and

for adaptability; and new trade and

work in one of the most complex of

calculations needed for tax reporting

customs considerations. Technological

financial areas.

with an ever-increasing international

disruption links all these elements.

PwC is the latest to add to the

dimension.

PwC splits AI’s capabilities into three

collection of reports in this sector. How

areas: sensing, thinking and acting.

tax is leveraging AI in 2019 sets out what

‘Sensing’ includes natural language

distinguishes AI technology from other

processing, where tax notices can be

emerging technologies, and how this is
going to have such a disruptive effect
on tax processes.
Put simply, AI is the ability of a
computer or machine to perceive its
environment and perform tasks that
normally require human intelligence. In
theory, it allows the machine to sense,
to think and to act in ways that outperform human capability. This aspect is

scanned and converted into text, and

‘80% of the tax
function’s time is
spent gathering
data and 20%
analysing it. AI
allows us to almost
invert that’

important – it is not a case of matching

understood and data extracted.
The machine learning abilities of
AI are also seen in ‘thinking’, where
statistical learning techniques are
applied to automatically identify
patterns in the data.
‘Acting’ will include the simplest form
of AI, robotic process automation (RPA),
where machines mimick human actions.

human performance, but improving on
it and ultimately replacing it. At least,

then machine learning, where the text is

It also includes cognitive automation,
So, on one side of the pillar, tax

which makes inferences based on

that’s the theory, though many finance

functions face the issues of global

information found in unstructured data,

professionals maintain that a human

tax reforms; pressure to reduce costs;

as well as the ability to answer deep

element will always be required.

the need for better, faster data; how

questions by searching large databases.

As with many aspects of the finance
function, PwC argues that the tax

enterprises are adopting emerging

PwC suggests a responsible

technologies; and the need for new

framework for implementing AI
within the tax function, which covers

AI in action

strategy, design, development and
operation. The strategy needs to

EY has helped a client deploy a chatbot platform to provide tax advice to its

align with the business and the tax

finance teams around how they code and classify transactions from an indirect tax

function; the design should build in

perspective. The firm worked with the client to generate the content and trained the

transparency, embed controls and be

chatbot to give the right answers.

user-friendly; development must involve

Stakeholders can now simply access the information by asking the chatbot a

strong programme management;

question. It is on-demand, so they don’t have to wait until the tax team is free to

and the operation should eliminate

answer. The chatbot can also ask clarifying questions when needed and if the chatbot

unintentional bias, and prevent

can’t answer them, it will flag it up to the tax teams.

malicious attacks, while preparing for
any potential systemic risks.
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both taxpayers and governments alike,’

added activities, from managing risk to

function are clear. As Martin Fiore,

he says. ‘AI will also radically change

partnering with the business on strategic

managing partner in EY’s eastern US

controversy and planning – both time-

projects. It may even encourage

region tax practice, wrote recently in a

consuming and complex areas. AI will

recruitment into the profession. As Fiore

blog: ‘80% of the tax function’s time is

allow companies to manage risk and

says: ‘The higher-level, higher-tech work

spent gathering data and 20% analysing

do predictive analyses far more quickly

that AI allows will encourage the best

it. AI allows us to almost invert that,

and powerfully than is possible today.

and brightest to enter the profession;

creating a massive gain in value.’

Companies will be able to gain rapid

it will help them learn faster and it will

insight into case law and procedural

provide greater career satisfaction.’

But the opportunities for the tax

However, his colleague Channing

Deloitte developed this point in

Flynn, EY’s tax technology leader,

challenges and all that’s available in

warns: ‘As powerful as AI is today, it is

the public domain to help inform a tax

its recently published study Artificial

still in its infancy.’ Flynn believes the

strategy or to update tax compliance

intelligence – entering the world of tax.

next decade will see huge leaps in the

procedures for new law.’

It says that the tax world is characterised

way AI is used and developed. For

Of course, there are the well-

by a culture where knowledge is king.

instance, he believes that AI will allow

rehearsed fears that AI will replace

‘The profession attracts people who like

unprecedented reach and insight into

people, causing job losses in the

working with a myriad of rules that must

data that will transform how transfer

process. The positive spin is that AI

be applied to a unique set of facts and

pricing comparables are done.

will enable tax professionals to work

are good at complex problem solving.’

‘Currently, transfer pricing is more art

better, smarter and faster, which will

than science and a major challenge for

mean more time to carry out value-

Philip Smith, journalist
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Accountancy careers
in demand in Isle of Man’s
thriving economy

T

he Isle of Man may
best be known for
its annual highoctane TT Races and
its rich Celtic history,
but more surprising
is its emergence as a robust
financial jurisdiction to rival
the most successful global
market infrastructures.

The Island boasts a growing
economy with steady financial control
and positive economic growth, with a
total GDP of £4.88bn. The advantages
of a growing economy coupled with
the lowest unemployment rates in
the British Isles and endemic skill
shortages is that career progression
is easy; workers on the Island have
initially relocated through internal
mobility schemes within the Big Four
audit firms before transitioning into
other accountancy sectors including
fund services, banking, trusts, or
e-gaming.

It’s such a fluid
environment for people
to succeed

UK.indd 60

CLARE MAHOOD

Clare Mahood made the move
to the Island in December 2001 after
encountering a career dead-end in
Liverpool. A qualified accountant, Clare
initially assembled a three-year plan to
remain in the Isle of Man, yet eighteen
years later her roots are firmly planted
in Manx soil, and she’s reaping the
benefits of an island so in tune to the
success of its workforce.
‘It’s such a fluid environment for
people to succeed,’ says Clare, whose
CV boasts an impressive tenure at
both the KPMG and Deloitte island
offices. ‘The Isle of Man has such
great connections with both the UK
and the world that there’s easy career
progression irrespective of entry level.
It’s well suited to cultivating a career
within some of the most prestigious
firms in the world, and it has led me to
where I am today.’ Clare now holds the
position of Finance Director at PSI-Pay
Ltd, a payment solutions firm operating
on a global scale and based on the
Island.
The infrastructure of the Isle of Man
is such that allows for opportunities
not afforded by other jurisdictions,
such as the seamless transition from
accountancy practice to industry and
vice versa, and this fluidity is owed – in
part – to the close-knit community and
connections of the Island’s workforce.
Traa dy liooar is a Manx Gaelic
term for ‘time enough’, a phrase
that captures the laid-back
culture of Island life, and
perhaps the most noticeable
change for Clare is the
amount of time that
she gets to spend
with her family.
Accountancy is
notorious for its
long hours in the
office, yet the Isle
of Man’s flexible

approach to working hours is one
reason it was ranked ninth in the world
for work-life balance in a recent HSBC
expat survey.
‘I’ve got two young children and so
living here feels incredibly safe. When
you become a parent, your priorities
adjust. There’s a real emphasis on
flexible working, and the Island has
so much to offer in terms of outdoor
activities and recreation; it’s a balance I
struggled with on the UK mainland.’
It seems lazy to reel-off the on-island
successes of a seasoned accountant
with over twenty years’ experience,
yet it isn’t just career veterans who
have found the Isle of Man the
ideal environment for vocational
advancement.

08/10/2019 12:40

DAVID ROGERS
David Rogers is a trainee at
Crowe Morgan who relocated to the
Isle of Man from Surrey just under two
years ago. For a trainee so young in his
career, David’s trajectory has been
impressive, having passed all his
exams the first time around and
secured a position at an esteemed firm.
While his successes are due to
his commitment to his studies, the
experiences afforded by working
on-island are manifold and have been
fundamental to his growth.
‘The Island offers amazing support,
and everyone that I’ve met has been
so keen to help me,’ says David.
‘The variety and exposure to work is
something that I’d have struggled to
experience working within a large
London firm.’
The beauty of any island community
is the combination of high-density
living and the meeting of urban spaces,
and the Island’s capital, Douglas defies
the complexities of typical urban
sprawling: it is a compact city that
is part traditional seaside town,
part working port, and part
thriving financial centre.
This has afforded
David a five-minute
commute, which in turn
has enabled him time to

n Qualified
accountants are in
high demand.

The Island offers
amazing support, and
everyone that I’ve met
has been so keen to
help me
expedite his studies and thus his career.
Yet the benefits of a better work/
life balance alone are not enough of an
attraction to sustain expat longevity
entirely. The Isle of Man effortlessly
manages to combine rural living with
the bustle of any metropolitan
city, and it has so much to
offer its residents, from
exceptional employment
opportunities to a
vibrant cultural scene
for both career veterans
and rookies alike.

n Complex, engaging
and excellent quality
work on offer due to
a diverse and healthy
economy.

86%

of residents say their quality
of life is ‘excellent’.
n Low rates of
personal tax
including £14,000
annual tax free
allowance and top
tax rate of 20%.
n Home to the
‘Big 4’ accountancy
firms as well
as bespoke,
specialised local
firms.
n Well connected,
with more than
200 flights to the
UK and Ireland
each week.
n Liverpool,
Manchester and
London all within
an hour’s travel
time.
n Professional
training for ACCA
qualifications
available in the
Island along
with a broad
range of CPD
opportunities.

To follow Claire and David’s story and discover unrivalled work life
balance without sacrificing career progression,
visit: www.accountancycareersisleofman.com.
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n National
Insurance Holiday
Scheme offers
accountants refund
of up to £4,000 NI
contributions in
first year of living
and working in the
Isle of Man.
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The view from
£230,000

Connie Atugonza FCCA, head of assessment and finance,
NHS Improvement, Midlands and East of England regions
I lead on the delivery

of knowledge gathered

of use-of-resources and

from these discussions –

Salary on offer to the boss of the

financial-governance

especially initiatives that

new Treasury body that oversees

assessments across the

have had a demonstrable

government investments.

Midlands and East of

positive impact on patient

Source: Civil Service

England regions, covering

care – are included in NHS

70 NHS organisations with

Improvement’s programmes

Hefty loss for Kier

turnovers of up to £1.6bn.
This is a high-profile programme with

of work, with best practice
shared among organisations.

Following the collapse of Carillion last

a direct impact on how providers

year and profit warnings from Serco

are viewed by patients and external

If I could change one thing about the

and Capita, Kier Group is the latest

stakeholders. Use-of-resources

NHS it would be to provide access to

large public sector contractor to report

assessments cover how well NHS trusts

state-of-the-art technology systems

a significant loss – £245m in the year

are using available resources to deliver

that are affordable and help drive

ending June, compared with a £106m

high-quality care services. Financial

productivity. This would go a long way

profit in the previous year. Kier launched

governance assessments consider

in ensuring that our healthcare staff are

a £264m rights issue last December to

the leadership, governance and

better utilised and services are more

strengthen its balance sheet, and earlier

management of an NHS trust as part of

responsive to patient needs.

this year new chief executive Andrew

the Care Quality Commission’s overall

Davies announced a turnaround plan,

‘well-led’ inspections.

involving the loss of 1,200 jobs, the sale

I was recently re-elected to the ACCA
health sector panel for a second

of the house-building division and a

I engage in constructive discussions

three-year term. The first three years

two-year suspension of the dividend.

with senior leadership, including

were very informative and I learnt more

executive board members, to

about what ACCA is doing to develop

understand how they ensure their

its students and members and add value

The NHS has been landed with an

organisations are delivering high-

to employers. I mentor NHS finance

£80bn bill for assets worth just £13bn

quality care services within the

managers, sharing my knowledge and

through the private finance initiative

available resources. The wealth

life experiences, and I have previously

PFI millstone for NHS

(PFI), according to a report from think-

been actively engaged with the NHS

tank IPPR. The £55bn of outstanding

finance staff development network and

PFI debt represents ‘a huge burden on

the Future Focused Finance programme.

tight NHS resources if the government
does not take action’, declared the
report, which called for PFI contracts to
be taken back in-house. The report said
capital spending in the NHS in England
has ‘fallen off a cliff’ since the onset of
austerity budgets, and ‘recommends
a new settlement to fund capital and
support transformation totalling £5.6bn
per year – an 80% uplift’.

Before I joined the NHS I worked for

If I could change
one thing about the
NHS it would be
to provide access
to state-of-the-art
technology systems

Standard Chartered Bank in Uganda
and for Leicester City Council and Next
in the UK. Between spells at the NHS
I was a senior manager with Deloitte.
I began my ACCA training in Uganda
and finished it in the UK. I wanted a
qualification that was internationally
recognised and would equip me with
the right technical accounting skills.
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‘Any idiot can deal
with growth if
they’re prepared to
spend any amount
of money – that’s
not a challenge...
we need to do
things differently’

Hot stuff
In the parched confines of Australia’s biggest city, Welsh-born Sydney Water CFO
Kevin Jones FCCA has energised water sustainability by transforming procurement
Kevin Jones is no stranger to

What is clear to everyone is that the

having below average rainfall and

courageous career choices, but

water authorities need to innovate and

warmer than average temperatures.

accepting an executive role at Sydney

constantly seek new efficiencies. The

That’s why we’re working closely with

Water two years ago may have been

challenge is to do more with less. ‘How

our customers – we all need to do our

his boldest move yet. He and his

we service the water, how we manage

bit to save water.’

colleagues have the job of supplying

stormwater, how we recycle water – it’s

water services to Australia’s largest

all going to have to come together in

Three in one

urban area, with a growing population

a way that we haven’t seen before,’

As well as managing the impacts of

and an unpredictable climate.

explains Jones.

changing weather conditions, Sydney

After Antarctica, Australia is the driest

While acknowledging the severity

Water is responding to a growing

continent on the planet, and it’s getting

of the current drought, Jones has

population. The plan is to develop

drier. Record-breaking temperatures

confidence in the security of Sydney’s

Greater Sydney into a ‘metropolis of

and low rainfall have turned up the

water supply. ‘Greater Sydney is

three cities’ – the Western Parkland

heat on the institutions responsible for

fortunate to have a secure and

storing and supplying the nation’s water.

affordable water supply system,’ he

Every Sydneysider seems to have an

says. ‘But this drought is different to the

opinion on how the city’s water should

ones we’ve had in the past; the most

be managed, and politicians frequently

recent summer has been the warmest

argue the matter in parliament.

on record, with most areas in Australia

City, the Central River City and the
Eastern Harbour City – served by a
new international airport. Its current
population of 4.7 million is expected to
hit eight million by 2056, with half living
in the west of the metropolis.
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Jones’s finance services team is
establishing a ‘partnering for success’
programme to ensure Sydney Water
has the capacity and resources to
deliver as demand surges in the years
ahead. ‘We’ve always had external
parties working with us on planning,
design and maintenance,’ he explains.
‘We are engaging with the market to
form longer-term relationships where
partners are equally bound to the
performance of the assets in future. It
will prevent procurement churn and
reduce the huge number of suppliers
we were working with previously.’
By consolidating the number of
suppliers and introducing a prequalification framework, Jones’s team
is streamlining procurement processes

According to Jones, this will require
a whole new approach to the way the
city deals with water supply and waste
water. Broadly speaking, Sydney’s water
currently flows from west to east: water
is drawn from the largest dam in the
west, consumed by the population in
the east, then treated before going
east again – out to the ocean.
‘The traditional way that we service
water in Sydney is unlikely to match
the ambitions for the west of the city,’
says Jones. ‘That area is routinely
10 degrees hotter than the coast in
summer, receives about half the rainfall,
and has about a third of the tree
canopy cover.’
Jones, though, is not intimidated
by the enormous challenges that
Sydney Water faces. Far from it. He
believes the organisation can act as
‘the water master planner for the west’
by collaborating with infrastructure
authorities to help realise the vision of
making the area productive, prosperous
and sustainable.
Asked how his 160-strong finance
services team can support Sydney

64

Water’s ambitious transformation
programme, Jones’s eyes light up. ‘The
key to the challenge is how we handle
growth while maintaining the services
we currently provide, which are worldclass water and sewerage services at
a price that is affordable,’ he explains.
‘I tend to think any idiot can deal with
growth if they’re prepared to spend
any amount of money – that’s not a
challenge. The default path for Sydney
Water would be just to build more
sewerage tunnels that go from west to
east, but the cost of those would make
your eyes water. We know we need to
do things differently.’

i

CV

2017
Appointed CFO, Sydney Water,
Parramatta, New South Wales,
Australia

2012–17
CFO and corporate secretary,
Yarra Valley Water, Australia

2007–12
Group finance manager, Water
Corporation, Western Australia

2006–07
Financial controller, Department

Financial future-proofing

of Health and Social Services,

As the finance leader at Sydney

Welsh Assembly

Water, Jones is future-proofing the
organisation by promoting financial

2001–06

prudence and commercial focus more

Financial accountant,

broadly. ‘Sydney Water is owned by the

Welsh Development Agency

state, and we have a statutory obligation
to run a successful business,’ he says.

2000

‘We need to ensure the organisation

Graduated from the University

is efficiently run to achieve better

of Glamorgan

outcomes for our customers.’
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across Sydney Water. This will free up
resources to focus on service quality

i

way up in finance roles in the Welsh

Basics

civil service. But he retained his
adventurous streak and one more major

and affordability.

131

change lay ahead. By the mid-2000s,

defender of the status quo. But Jones

Years Sydney Water has been supplying

Australia’s economy was racing ahead

is anything but a traditional CFO; he

water services

on the back of a mining boom, and

Traditionally, the CFO is seen as the

a move there appealed to Jones. His

believes in driving transformation and
enabling change. Adaptability has been

5 million

ACCA Qualification and professional

the hallmark of his career, with his long

Citizens supplied with drinking water

experience secured him a residency

and winding path to finance leadership

and waste water services

visa. He and his wife committed to the
move completely, selling their home in

beginning a world away from Sydney’s
harbour and beaches.

Welsh French horn

600 billion

Wales and moving 14,000km to Perth in

Litres of drinking water produced

Western Australia. Upon arrival, Jones

annually

secured a group finance manager role
with Water Corporation in the Perth

Jones grew up on a large housing estate
in Port Talbot, South Wales, in the 1980s.

50,000

It was an area of high unemployment,

Kilometres of water, wastewater and

and there were few job prospects locally

recycled water pipelines managed

suburb of Leederville.
So began his enduring love
affair (12 years and counting) with
Australia’s water sector. After five years

when he left school at the age of 16. But
he did have one ace up his sleeve: he

A$14bn (US$9.7bn)

in Leederville, he moved another

could play the French horn. ‘I packed

Estimated enterprise value

3,500km – this time to the other side
of the continent – to become CFO

my bags and joined the army,’ he

at Yarra Valley Water in Melbourne,

recalls. ‘I describe my first job as being
the youngest-ever principal horn of the

secure a degree in humanities from the

in the south-east of the country,

Royal Artillery Band in London.’

University of Glamorgan. Second, he

before securing his current CFO role

was promoted to work in the hospital’s

at Australia’s largest water authority,

illustrious London venues including

finance department. Suitably inspired,

Sydney Water, on the east coast.

the Royal Albert Hall and the Barbican.

he decided to sign up to study for the

After leaving the army, he worked as a

ACCA Qualification.

For four years, Jones performed in

cocktail barman and an administrator

While his career path may have been
unconventional, Jones has no regrets.

‘I have to give credit to ACCA here,’

‘I think it’s an act of cruelty to ask a

in a tax office, and suffered heartache

he says. ‘Many accounting bodies

16-year-old to decide what they want

when financial constraints forced him

only accept people who have studied

to be for the rest of their lives,’ he says.

to decline an offer to study law at the

accounting at university; in doing so,

‘I couldn’t have seen myself becoming

University of Oxford.

they miss out on so much talent. But

a senior finance leader one day. But

instead of closing the door on me,

I’m glad I’m here now and I think I’m

working in the medical records

ACCA made it possible for me to make

better for having had such a range of

department at Velindre University NHS

the transition into accounting.’

career experiences.’

Not long after, he found himself

Trust, an oncology hospital in Cardiff.
It taught him valuable career lessons

AB

Buoyed by his ACCA Qualification,
Jones spent five years working his

Andy McLean, journalist

about resilience and empathy, he says.
‘Standing behind reception dealing with
people at the worst time of their lives

ACCA/CA ANZ alliance

doesn’t half prepare you for later in your

Kevin Jones was the first ACCA member to obtain CA ANZ membership under the

career when there’s bad news to give or

terms of the ACCA and Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ)

tough conversations to have. I gained a

strategic alliance. Jones says: ‘In an era of globalisation for the accounting profession

lot of perspective from that experience.’

it’s important that professional bodies, where they share similar values, join forces and

While working at the hospital, two
things happened to change Jones’s

partner together to increase their reach and influence. I am proud to be a member of
both ACCA and CA ANZ.’ For more on the alliance, visit accaglobal.com/alliance.

life. First, he studied part-time to
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The view from
Sam Uwins FCCA, partner, MHA Carpenter Box,
Brighton, adviser to social media stars

68%
of US and UK audit
clients rank a Big

I came into accountancy

clients who are new to

Four firm as

by chance rather than by

business and really need

their first-choice

design. I wanted to study

a full service to support

external auditor,

economics for A-level, but

them. This can include

but 58% do not name their current

not enough people signed

international tax advice,

auditor as their first choice.

up to the course so the

professional introductions,

Source: Source Global Research

college suggested I try

or independent financial

accountancy. I found I really

advice, all tailored to a

enjoyed it! I then started training at

constantly changing industry. It’s a very

Box headline
Mergers

MHA Carpenter Box. The rest is history.

dynamic challenge.

Voluptas eum,
Baldwins
– partipis
of Cogital
mincte ped
Group
quis
– has

MHA Carpenter Box is a traditional

Working across several offices can

quos dollautetur?
North
Wales. WithQui
more
nam,
than
volor
3,000 staff

practice, founded in 1923. We have

be extremely challenging. We have

sunt
in
95 adi
offices,
beritBaldwins
vene pronow
quaeaccounts
commos

three offices in the South East, with

just implemented agile working across

quaspit,
for
aboutsihalf
omni
thelorem
Cogital
ipsum.
head count.

16 partners and 170 staff. Our teams

our three offices. By improving our IT

Boxout
MHA
MacIntyre
crosshead:
Hudson
doluptur,
has expanded
sequamust

are organised into groups to provide

capability to allow secure remote links,

magni
its
VAT bera
and travel
coribusdam
and tourism
et re nobist
teamsla

expertise not only in accountancy, tax

anyone from MHA Carpenter Box can

dolore con
through
thereacquisition
volorer spercit
of Martin
autem as

and audit, but also to specific sectors.

easily work from any office or location

rerum volut
Pooley’s
practice
volorun.
in Norwich. Begbies

Our philosophy is to add value beyond

(including home). It has made managing

Boxout has
Traynor
crosshead:
acquired
moditat
Regeneratus
urehend

routine compliance.

the Brighton office much easier.

isciae. Gitaean
Consulting,
magnima
Exeter-based
ximporr
firm that

I head up both our Brighton office and

It gives me such a sense of satisfaction

estrum
and
legal
rerem
issues.
aborrup
Wilmslow-based
turiantion culpa

our media and entertainment team.

to support a client in achieving their

doluptus lorem
Langricks
has merged
ipsum with
dolorMichael
sit amet.
Bell

I spend most of my time supporting

ambitions. I love helping them better

& Co in West Yorkshire. And Mazars has

clients in digital media, including social

understand their finances and finding

appointed
10 new partners, including
Box headline

media stars. It’s a really exciting and

opportunities to grow their company.

booming sector, but that comes with its

Working with SMEs is fantastic because

three
whoeum,
joined
this
year
with
Voluptas
ipisearlier
mincte
ped
quis
the acquisition
of Hall
Liddy.
accullorest,
sintecta
velest
labor rereiciis

own challenges. I get a lot of younger

I get to work with people who are truly

quos dollautetur? Qui nam, volor

accullorest,
acquired
Gardners,
sintecta based
velest in
labor
Holywell,
rereiciis

undenimilitin
specialises
prem
restructuring,
culpa dolore
turnaround
prae

passionate about their business.

sunt adi beritlaunch
vene pro quae
Capital
forcommos
JCCA

One of my greatest achievements to

quaspit, siCarmichael
omnoditat has
urehend
isciae.
Johnston
opened
Gitae
ximporr
undenimilit
its
firstmagnima
office outside
Scotland.
The

date is qualifying with ACCA at the age
of 22. I am also proud of making partner

I am proud of
making partner at
the age of 27, the
youngest in the
firm’s history

premLondon
culpa dolore
rerem
new
office prae
is ledestrum
by financial
aborrup partner
turiantion
culpa
doluptus.
services
Ewen
Fleming.
He

at 27, the youngest in the firm’s history.

Ur, nihitiis
atum, corewell
said:
‘Withmollaut
Londonrerum
and Edinburgh
saerae cus aut
queUK’s
pos key
ex exerepe
established
as the
financial

Outside the office I’m a Brighton and

rroviducias
es venet
odit,an
simporum
services
hubs,
launching
office in
doloUK
el capital
eaquidis
blatiosnext
qui step
the
is corro
the obvious

Hove Albion season-ticket holder,
so you can find me at the Amex
Stadium most weekends. I also enjoy
playing golf and taking the dog on
long country walks in the beautiful
South Downs.

volupta
quique
dit estemperum
for
Johnston
Carmichael.
It is important
doluptas
et, our
vollam
re que
eum hit
for
building
network
ofsus
contacts,
aut occusaecus
essinew
omnihiciis
including
potential
staff aset
welorem
add
ipsum
dolor sit team.’
amet nunc.
to
our growing
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A problem shared…
Recruitment, networking, the local economy, Brexit – four of the UK’s regional
practitioners share their day-to-day challenges in a roundtable discussion
During the course of a roundtable with

who tend to be very well rounded,

Another trend is that younger business

four ACCA members from across the

engaging and financially savvy. We also

owners seem to switch accountants

UK on the different challenges of being

have a great relationship with three local

more regularly – maybe to freshen up

a practitioner in different regions, it

schools and have had upwards of 50

the service delivery. Also, we think the

became clear there is more that unites

young people on work experience with

development of port operator Peel

us than divides us.

us this year alone.

Ports is going to have a huge impact.

Sharon Pocock I think if I had one thing

SP As well as technology and security

You’re from very different regions

to say to young accountancy graduates

businesses, which is our specialism,

– Northumberland, Merseyside and

it would be that working for a smaller

Herefordshire has a thriving scene for

Hereford. Are you facing any particular

firm has so many benefits. You get a

independent shops and food venues.

challenges around recruitment?

great perspective of the whole firm, you

There’s also a very large industrial area

Dan Crowther It’s a challenge across

won’t be siloed in a single department,

and the Centre for Cyber Security at

the piece. A career in accounting

you can sit alongside management and

Skylon Park, while the expansion of

doesn’t always appeal to the younger

gain a broader range of experience.

Worcester University is creating a buzz

generation, and we still get a lot of

and engendering a centre of excellence

people who want to work for us just

Do you specialise in any particular field

because they’re good at maths. But

– an industry focus maybe?

the profession has changed, and we

AW We have a lot of manufacturing and

Do you work differently with younger

need much more tech-savvy people and

engineering clients, and their suppliers.

business owners compared with longer-

communication skills. Part of the issue is

We have a fair bit in hospitality too,

standing, more traditional clients?

that in Hereford we are more rural and

ever since Liverpool was the European

GT It is more common for younger

a lot of the tech students seem to head

City of Culture [2008]. One of our

clients to try and save on the fee by

for London or bigger cities.

challenges is that the Wirral peninsula

doing some of the work themselves.

Graeme Tennick I think that in

and the city of Liverpool aren’t well

They end up having a lot of technical

Northumberland we’re a bit behind and

connected. Liverpool businesses tend

and technological queries, and need a

struggle to compete with the south-east

to favour Liverpool accountants. Being

lot of support – it becomes a scope-

and metropolitan areas more generally.

in the Wirral we see a lot more business

creep issue. We give them a one-year

Alan Woods There has been a knock-

coming from the Manchester area.

amnesty and then get more strict

on effect from the recession. The Big

about charging for the full works.

Four reduced their recruitment some

DC Millennials’ expectations can be

years ago, so there aren’t so many Big

different (I am one myself – just!).

Four leavers for us to inherit any more.

That’s not just the case with clients

GT On the plus side, the concept of

but also new team members. They

apprenticeships has evolved and the

tend to embrace the technology

type of people coming in as apprentices

immediately and enjoy the

is changing – we have a 28-year-old
apprentice at our practice, for example.
I’m taking a different approach to
recruiting the right skills: instead of
combing a pool of finance graduates,
I’m targeting the hospitality industry –

‘The Brexit effect?
We’ve had one
client leave
the country’

it’s a totally untapped area of people

68

for all sorts of businesses.

resulting change in relationship with
their accountant.
SP I don’t see it as a question of age –
across the board clients want to see us
more frequently. This is partly because
technology is flagging up challenges in
real-time that our clients need help with,
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and partly because tech is freeing up

Roundtable who’s who

our time to offer more advisory services.

AW Alan Woods of Woods Squared, the Wirral (top left)
GT Graeme Tennick of Graeme Tennick & Co, Northumberland (top right)

We also have to address Brexit. What

SP Sharon Pocock of Kinder Pocock, Hereford (bottom left)

effects are you experiencing?

DC Dan Crowther of Thorne Widgery, Hereford (bottom right)

DC I think because we’re more rural, it
perhaps takes longer for the impact of
Brexit to reach us. Clearly we work

accountant. The UK is a smaller place

great at; it’s entirely another to ask for

with some farmers – agribusiness

these days, regions are getting blurred.

help. I think we’re taught how to be

is quite important for us – and

So there will always be business.

accountants, not business owners, and
we all need support with that.

the entire subsidies system might
change, so that’s going to be big.

If the country’s becoming smaller

SP And being a small business can

But most other businesses are taking

and your clients aren’t necessarily

be lonely sometimes. It’s good to

a wait-and-see approach. What else

local, does that mean networking is

get out there. Social networking has

can they do?

becoming less important?

become much bigger, though, across

AW I agree that no one really knows

DC I’ve networked in various ways for

all social media platforms. We get a lot

what’s happening. We are seeing our

some time, but the way I do this and

of enquiries through our social media

clients just getting on with business

the groups I join change and move on.

presence and from online searches.

as usual for now.

These things have a natural life.

AW We certainly collaborate as a

SP We’ve had one client leave the

GT I agree. But we’ve easily got our

profession. Things like small roundtable

country. But I think one of the most

money’s worth from the membership

discussions are more helpful than drinks

durable trends over the past 10 or

fees for some of these B2B events.

and nibbles, any day.

so years is that London businesses

Networking will always be important. It’s

are going outside of London for their

one thing to acknowledge what you’re

AB

Felicity Hawksley, journalist
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Tempestuous times
After a decade of seemingly unrelenting pressure on auditors, the Brydon review of
the scope and delivery of audit comes at a time when something needs to give
The Brydon review of the quality and

Diolas, manager of audit business

the forces of which are readily apparent

effectiveness of audit is the third

and law at ACCA, the review’s findings

across the market – in the failure of

serious review of the UK market to take

are hotly anticipated.

processes (as was the case with the

place within the past 10 years. With

70

The review, by the outgoing chairman

collapses of BHS and Carillion); in the

a remit allowing for a ‘fundamental

of the London Stock Exchange, comes

exit of Grant Thornton from FTSE 350

overhaul’ of a profession that ‘urgently

at an undeniably critical time. There

company audits; in the reluctance or

needs to evolve’, according to Antonis

are huge practical pressures on audit,

inability of firms to audit Sports Direct
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(and the potential there for government

Historically, standard-setters have

intervention); and in KPMG’s limiting of

been slow to respond – and for good

more on pitches, getting up to speed

its exposure to building society audits.

reason: such developments require

and servicing very complex work. In

careful thought and broad consensus.

April 2019, the Big Four reported cost

to the UK, and some are wider and

But there is a further issue. Such

overruns in over 50% of FTSE 350

more ideological, and will therefore

standards would vastly expand the

audits. With a long list of prohibited

take far longer to address. They

scope of audit and, in their journey from

services, avoiding audit altogether

include an explosion in business

nascent to established, present many

and just pitching for the consulting

complexity, a desire for the audit to

obstacles to the understanding and

looks more and more attractive for

apply to far more intangible aspects

function of assurance.

firms. What Diolas describes as ‘the

These challenges are not unique

of the business, a mismatch between

Audit firms are spending much

tension between independence and

investor expectations and statutory

Steadily less attractive?

understanding’ makes audit look

requirements, and a redefinition of the

Updating standards is arguably the

increasingly like a loss-leader. If the

purpose of corporations.

least urgent requirement. Far more

regulator moves to split up the firms

pressing perhaps is the fact that a

more dramatically, audit may just turn

Light touch too much?

FTSE 100-listed company is still – at

out to be a loss without the lead.

It’s highly likely that regulation will come

the time of going to print – without an

But churn among providers is not

out of Brydon. Some commentators

the only pressure: so is pricing and

point out that this risks adding to the

complexity. KPMG, for example, is

problem. Audit is already a very heavily
regulated activity, and the growing
volume of legislation is viewed in some
quarters as a burden.
Even when regulators have attempted
to be lighter-touch, things can still get
more complicated. Regulation S-K in the
US is a good example: while the general
regulatory goal is admirable – more
bespoke company information in the
corporate report – it presents serious

With a long list of
prohibited services,
avoiding audit
altogether and just
pitching for the
consulting looks
more and more
attractive for firms

society audits because smaller lenders
are less able to meet the fee required
for performing such complex work in a
short timeframe.
Similarly, Grant Thornton’s exit from
FTSE 350 work should ring alarm
bells. Despite the firm’s small footprint
(compared with the Big Four’s),
regulators should be concerned. If the
financial crisis has taught us anything,
it is that market concentration in the

challenges for investors seeking more

hands of a few large firms is risky, and

comparability within their chosen sectors.
Only sophisticated regulation seems

reducing its exposure to building

auditor. The plight of Sports Direct is

not immune to failure.
A decade on and the Brydon review

likely to work at this stage – heavy-

an indicator of wider problems in the

handedness could simply make the

audit market today. As the FT reported,

may end up being a port in a storm.

audit task harder. As ACCA’s response to

there are those who believe the retailer’s

Much bigger changes are afoot. In

the review points out: ‘Adverse changes

last-minute revelation of a hefty tax bill

August, the most influential business

have the potential to impact on the

indicates ‘proprietorial conduct’ from

lobby in the US – the Business

attractiveness of the UK for business.’

management and risk in the books.

Roundtable – changed the purpose of a

Auditors are not a helpmeet.

corporation from serving shareholders

Ultimately, say many, there is a
reasonable level of support for updated

Regardless of Sports Direct’s

or new standards. Such standards

motivation for springing its tax bill on

would address the growing need to,

Grant Thornton, change is needed.

for example, truly incorporate material

Mandatory firm rotation, in place since

ESG matters into the financials, cover

2016, has initiated a high level of churn

the burgeoning and troubling issue of

in the audit of public interest entities – a

company-devised fraud, or understand

good thing for audit quality, but a wake-

in much more detail the value of

up call for the multiservice firms that

intellectual property.

primarily operate in this space.

to serving stakeholders. That will have
far wider and deeper effects.

AB

Felicity Hawksley, journalist
More information
See ACCA’s responses to the various
audit reviews at bit.ly/ACCA-auditresponses.
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Maze runner
Technology, trust and sustainability are driving rapid change in the scope and methods
of audit, and attracting a new breed of professional, says Paul Copland FCCA

The role of the auditor is changing on

much more value to the companies

would usually see the client once or

they audit by saying to the client: this is

being how we engage with clients. It’s

twice a year. A team would be stuck in

what we’re seeing – can we talk about

not news that artificial intelligence and

a dark room, cranking through a whole

it? This requires us to focus more on

other powerful tools are being used

load of data – a good proportion of it

our recruits’ abilities to be curious and

to analyse an increasingly significant

on paper. Now our new recruits don’t

sceptical, and to engage in an efficient

volume of data – painstaking work that

have to sift through hundreds of sales

and effective way with the client.

auditors used to be known (and often

invoices – nor do they get called bean

derided) for. But the positive effect of

counters. Instead, they are becoming

and utilising our more experienced

all this investment in technology is now

specialists in genuinely understanding

people too. So many of our new

reverberating throughout audit firms,

their clients’ business.

starters are digital natives – we don’t

in particular changing the skills and
experience of people we hire.

72

When I was training as an auditor, we

a daily basis, with the biggest impact

There are also challenges in managing

They look at the financial and non-

have to worry about helping them to

financial data and are able to add so

grasp the technology, and they even
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forensically observing a business and

Sustainability Accounting Standards

being sceptical about what they see –

Board in the US have been looking at

and then taking that to the client in a

putting numbers to a wider range of

constructive way.

capitals. But it’s an immature area, and
typically standards take a long time –

Stakeholder shift
Technology isn’t the only area forcing

and a lot of back and forth – to develop.
In the UK, the equivalent is probably

change in the way we do audit. It

the Embankment Project for Inclusive

became apparent after the financial

Capitalism (Epic). Created by the

crisis that auditors are crucial to

Coalition for Inclusive Capitalism and EY

establishing trust in capital markets.

(and ACCA is a participant), Epic looks

There has been a lot of soul-searching

at how businesses might begin to value

too, and a lot of changes have been

much more sustainable and intangible

made. But this conversation is ongoing,

aspects of their operations, such as their

partly because there have been

impact on society and the environment,

prominent failures but also because the

the value of their innovation, the quality

nature of business is changing.

of their governance, and the way they

Not only are businesses becoming

manage and deploy their talent.

more complex, more complex demands
are being placed on them by society –

Broadening scope

and rightly so. The Business Roundtable

These developments are almost wholly
positive. But the focus on long-termism
presents challenges – in particular, the

The introduction
of many areas that
are far harder to
both place a value
on and test poses
a major challenge
to what an audit
is and does

great expansion of the scope of audit.
Companies are tremendously complex
already, and the introduction of a large
number of areas that are far harder to
both place a value on and test poses a
major challenge to what an audit is and
does – and to what level of comfort.
The UK has always been a leader
in this space, though, and I have a
great deal of confidence that we will
continue to set the standard across the
profession. The ACCA Qualification is a
big part of that – it’s modern and global,

have an expectation on arriving that

in the US, an organisation of CEOs,

providing us with the right kind of

there will be very tech-focused aspects

demonstrated this shift most succinctly

people at the beginning of their careers.

to the job. But many of our best and

when it departed from US economist

longest-serving auditors, with decades

Milton Friedman’s age-old premise

radical change – globally, not just in the

of experience, find the changes in

that the responsibility of a business

UK. Over the past few years, when we’ve

technology more daunting.

is towards its shareholders. Now the

spoken to our new hires about how

conversation is about stakeholders, in

important our role is, they get it. It’s a

the many and various forms they take.

challenging and exciting time to be an

We’re addressing this by encouraging
learning across a flatter hierarchy.

Audit and auditors are going through

The junior members of the team are

This presents a huge challenge for

responsible for the adoption of the

auditors. We’ve been talking for some

new tools, and experienced members

time about how to value intangibles

of the team teach the new recruits

such as intellectual property more

Paul Copland FCCA is an EY audit

everything they know about really

closely. And bodies such as the

partner based in Scotland.

auditor – the past 12 months have made
that very apparent.
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Back to basics
In the latest article in our ‘all you need to know but are too afraid to ask’ series,
we look at the concept of ethics in business
Ethics are a set of principles dealing

business. It’s quite straightforward.

with what is good and bad and with

Even if there are ethical concerns

moral duty and obligation. Those moral

with your product, a business can be

principles apply not just to personal

clear about the harm its product can

lives, but also to business and, topically

do and be straight with people.’ She

perhaps, to politics.

says the most universal articulation

In business, there are three main

of business ethics is the golden rule

types of ethics:

of ‘do unto others as you would have

*

them do unto you’.

*

deontological (ie duty-based) ethics,
where universal principles are used

But there is a difference between

‘The big problem
is when you
have ethical
people doing
unethical things’

to distinguish right from wrong − for

doing business ethically and doing

example, lying and stealing are bad

ethical things. For example, a business

teleological (ie goal-based) ethics,

may give money to charities and

where the moral obligation derives

encourage its staff to spend time on

from what is good or desirable as

worthy causes, but it could be accused

whistleblowers and their accountability

an end – examples include aiming

of hypocrisy if its employees are paid

to shareholders. There has also been

for the greatest good, either for the

late or bullied.

talk of an international standard for

greatest number (utilitarianism) or

ethics, although getting agreement to a

simply one’s self (ethical egoism)

Evolving understanding

virtue ethics – a person-based

Ethics have always been important

system that considers the virtue or

in business, but for a long time they

are no guarantee of good behaviour.

moral character of the individual

were implicit or not formalised.

Many of the companies involved in

carrying out an action rather than

Since the 1970s, business ethics have

some of the biggest scandals over the

the action itself.

become more institutionalised through

past few decades had extensive sections

‘We define business ethics as the

regulation and corporate governance

on corporate governance in their glossy

application of ethical values to business

rules. Ethical principles are enshrined

annual reports where they proclaimed

behaviour,’ says Philippa Foster Back,

in codes and regulation and control

their commitment to the environment,

director at the Institute of Business

how board directors are appointed

honesty, fairness and social justice −

Ethics. ‘It’s all about how you do your

and paid, how they should treat

only to behave very differently.

*

B Corp: ethical by design

common definition may be tricky.
However, standards and regulations

Tone at the top
It is the culture of a business, the tone

The B Corporation certification measures a company’s social and environmental

from the top, that is vital to whether it

performance. Its assessment includes how the company’s operations and business

behaves ethically, Back says. There are

model affect workers, the community, the environment and its customers. A

good examples out there. Some of the

company’s supply chain, charitable giving and employee benefits are also checked.

world’s best-known and most respected

Launched in 2007, the certification legally requires registered companies to
consider the impact of their decisions on stakeholders and the environment.
There are now nearly 3,000 B Corporations around the world. Notable B Corps
include clothing brand Patagonia, smoothie-maker Innocent, yogurt-maker Danone
North America, and Ben & Jerry’s ice-cream.

businesses manage to combine
strong ethics with commercial success,
although they may well stand out
because they are exceptions to the rule.
Andrew Kakabadse, professor of
governance and leadership at Henley
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Business School in the UK, cites the
following examples of good practice:
John Lewis, the UK department store
owned by its employees; Caterpillar, a
US maker of construction and mining
equipment that is admired for its
ethics; and Anglo American, which has
attracted plaudits for its sustainable
mining plan. All three have a ‘powerful
sense of mission’, Kakabadse says. They
also take a long-term view of business,
which he says is conducive to tackling
problems of corruption.

Corporate scandals
It is, though, companies that behave
unethically that have the highest profile.
Recent examples include:

*

Enron, the US energy company
that collapsed in 2001 after using
accounting techniques to hide its
debts (its auditor, Arthur Andersen,
collapsed a year later)

*

the global banking sector for the
Libor-rigging scandal that resulted
in huge fines in the US and the UK

*

Volkswagen, for using illegal

Enron hid massive debts from failed
deals and projects, and pressured its
auditor to ignore the issues.

Volkswagen programmed its diesel
engines to activate their emissions
controls only for emissions testing.

software to deceive the US
environmental regulator about the
level of carbon dioxide emissions
generated by its diesel cars.

Although these are extreme examples,
corporate corruption is often more
widespread in economies where
there is social inequality and corrupt
government. Kakabadse says that anticorruption legislation has little effect in
suppressing unethical business practices
in such jurisdictions.
He adds that most bribery in business
is conducted by honest people who want
to protect their jobs and the livelihoods
of their employees. ‘The big problem
is when you have ethical people doing
unethical things. We don’t need more
regulation but more research into who is
doing the unethical things and why.’

AB

Nick Huber, journalist
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Taking the temperature
ACCA’s Global Economic Conditions Survey celebrates 10 years, proving its value in
demonstrating the profession’s ability to identify changing trends, says Michael Taylor
This year ACCA celebrates

More information
To download ACCA’s latest and previous GECS reports,
go to bit.ly/ACCA-GECS.

10 years of its Global

percentage of who is

Economic Conditions Survey

‘more optimistic’ minus the

(GECS), the biggest global

percentage of who is ‘less

survey of professional

optimistic’. In addition,

is happening now as well as

onwards, GECS identified

accountants.

there are questions about

what is likely to be happening

the tightening of credit

Since 2011, the quarterly

influences on respondents’

in the near future are very

conditions in China, which has

survey has been conducted

businesses, such as access

useful to policymakers,

been the main driver of the

jointly with the Institute of

to finance, suppliers

government and the media.

recent slowdown in growth.

Management Accountants

going out of business and

GECS does this, generating

(IMA), and attracts well over

operating costs.

valuable coincident and

GECS has proved its worth

Over its first 10 years,

leading indicators – to use

by demonstrating the

There is especially good

GECS is that it collects the

economists’ jargon. The fall

profession’s ability to identify

coverage of the US, the UK,

views of finance professionals

in global confidence last

and anticipate changing

the Middle East and Asia (in

who are experiencing

year, for example, flagged

economic trends. Over the

particular, China) – key drivers

current economic conditions

the current global slowdown.

next 10 years there will no

of the global economy.

first-hand and who will be

At the country level, GECS

doubt be many twists and

The survey asks ‘core’

among the first to see any

pointed to both the resilience

turns in the economic cycle

questions about business

changes in trends. Official

of the US economy last year

and GECS will be there,

confidence, orders,

economic data such as GDP

and the weak investment

tracking them.

employment and investment

is published with a lag and

performance in the UK as

intentions. For each, a

then subject to revision.

Brexit uncertainty took its

Michael Taylor is ACCA’s

toll. Elsewhere, from 2016

chief economist.

1,000 responses each quarter.

diffusion index is calculated

76

– for example, using the

One of the great values of

Surveys that tell us what
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Council update
ACCA’s governing body met at the Adelphi in London in September and was updated
on strategic performance and the activities of a number of committees

*

Council met on Thursday

on strategic performance

19 September in London.

to 31 July and key

The Council meeting

strategic matters.

regulations for 2020 to

Council further

enable the continued

discussed and

implementation of the

from the chairs of

important matters.

approved the ongoing

governance review.

Governance Design

*

The officers updated

development of ACCA’s

Council noted the 2019

and Remuneration

Council on their activities

future strategy.

AGM booklet and

committees, focusing on

Council agreed

preparations for the

their terms of reference

appointments to the

Council elections.

and current work plans.

featured discussions and
decisions on a number of

since June, including
attendance at events in

*

*

*

the Caribbean, Malaysia,

Council Board, standing

Singapore, South Africa,

committees, International

UK, Vietnam and Zambia.

Assembly and public

Council received a

interest oversight boards

presentation from the

for 2019-20, as well as

chief executive, focusing

pension scheme trustees.

*
*

ratification of the June

Council endorsed

*

Council considered
regulatory developments
in the UK and Ireland.

*

2019 examination results.

amendments to Council

*

Council received
presentations

Council received a report
from the meeting of the
Audit Committee held in
August.

Council noted a report
from the Qualifications

The next Council meeting is in

Board, including the

London on 21 November.
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Cast your vote now
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Keeping a step ahead
ACCA offers members flexible, industry-leading learning resources. Now is the time to
take a more proactive approach to CPD and keep up to date in an era of change
Is continuing professional

magazine), technical advice

development (CPD) a high

and online courses. A further

priority for you? Are your

resource is our Professional

skills sufficiently up to date

Insights, where we seek

to safeguard the profession,

answers to the big questions

yourself, your employer

around the profession.
‘The huge amount of

and the public? Are you in
charge of your work-related

CPD resources ACCA

ambitions? If the answer to

has available, delivered

any of these questions is

through a range of channels,

no, it’s time to take a more

is designed to support

proactive approach to CPD.

members through the major

‘CPD is an essential

changes that are with us

part of a professional’s

now,’ says Jason Hinkle,

commitment to develop
sectors,’ says Hodgson. ‘Last

and often free online

engagement. ‘And ever cost

the demands of today’s

year, for example, we carried

CPD resources that can

conscious, we offer many of

fast-changing environment,’

out a global CPD survey of

be accessed on demand.

these for free. With the right

says Clare Hodgson, senior

7,500 members to discover

These include over 160,000

support, members can keep

manager, ACCA professional

what new skills need to be

UK-wide courses, webinars,

their knowledge relevant

development products. ‘We

developed and the mediums

articles (including a range

and up to date, and thrive in

know members will need a

members prefer in order to

in each edition of AB

the future.’

changing combination of

acquire them. This revealed

professional competencies:

a preference for blended

a collection of technical

learning.

knowledge, skills and

‘While the demand for

AB

Where to go
Most ACCA members must submit an annual CPD declaration

abilities, combined with

online learning opportunities

by 1 January 2020. Exceptions are members within their first

interpersonal behaviours

is clearly growing, reflected

year of qualification and retired members. Failure to comply

and qualities. Change is

by a 10% increase in our

puts ACCA membership at risk.

striking at the heart of the

digital content, this isn’t

accountancy profession and

happening as fast as some

or by completing and returning the paper version, available to

members need to be ready

predicted,’ says Hodgson.

download from the website. Upcoming CPD events include:

to embrace it.’

‘There is still a place for face-

*

free practitioner webinars; up to 12 CPD units;

*

charity finance conference, 18 October 2019; 7 CPD units;

*

residential conference for practitioners, 21-23 November

*

ACCA’s free annual virtual conference Accounting for the

ACCA offers members

to-face learning.’ According

industry-leading learning

to member feedback on CPD

resources that are flexible,

webinars, some firms bring

high-quality, relevant and

their entire finance teams

accessible. ‘We listen

together to gain CPD.

carefully to members to

78

ACCA UK’s head of member

the skills needed to meet

ACCA works with leading

ensure we offer resources

universities, businesses and

to meet the varying needs

digital providers to deliver

of different the different

high-quality, affordable

The declaration can be submitted by logging into myACCA

bit.ly/2019practitionerwebinars
events.accaglobal.com
2019; 21 CPD units; events.accaglobal.com
Future, 3-5 December 2019; 21 CPD units;
accaglobal.com/AFF2019.
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Reform for all
Support for the audit profession as a whole and not just for top-tier firms is
essential for reform, according to SMPs at a recent ACCA roundtable

Small to medium-sized

the consultation period

audit matters so that there

audit sector that is working

practitioners (SMPs) are

of the BEIS (Department

is a greater understanding

for all stakeholders. Audit

calling for audit reform to

for Business, Energy and

of the auditor’s role in

is of great value to entities

support small and medium-

Industrial Skills) proposals

corporate governance,’ he

and non-PIEs [public interest

sized practices and not just

for audit reform prepared

said. ‘I would also like to see

entities] alike.’

to top-tier firms. Sharing

by the Competition and

more effective regulation

Claire Bennison, head

their views at a roundtable

Markets Authority.

of the top-tier firms and

of ACCA UK, pointed out

an enhanced culture of

that any major restrictions

of audit hosted by ACCA,

roundtable, Norfolk-based

stakeholder responsibility to

on non-PIE auditors could

SMPs from across the

SMP Anthony Brice FCCA

restore public confidence in

trigger a rethink about

UK urged for reform to

set out ways he felt the

our profession.’

whether they can offer audit

consider auditors of SMEs

profession could support

and the pressures on talent

SMPs. ‘I would like to see

ACCA’s executive director –

although practitioners

that they face.

the media working more

governance, said: ‘SMEs are

would not want a two-tier

closely with the profession to

the lifeblood of the economy

profession, ‘any change must

ensure accurate reporting of

and require support from an

be sympathetic to scale’.

discussion about the future

The discussion took
place in September during

Following ACCA’s

Maggie McGhee,

services. But, she added,
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Sounding board
Members of International Assembly got together in London to inform the
direction of ACCA and provide vital perspective on key developments
In September, ACCA

the CFA Institute, Charles

International Assembly,

Larbi-Odam FCCA of

made up of 53 members

Deloitte Ghana and Kevin

from 42 countries, gathered

Fitzgerald FCCA of Xero);

at the Adelphi in London

the power of digital (with

for two days of discussion,

Eric Sum of Fusion Bank,

workshops and networking.

Alastair Barlow FCCA of

The 23rd event of its

accountancy practice Flinder

kind, which had the theme

and TedTalker Georgina Terry

‘Maximising impact and

FCCA); and the power of

opportunities’, invited

ethics (with Russell Guthrie,

members to consider how

CFO of IFAC, and Maggie

ACCA is shaping and leading

McGhee, ACCA executive

the profession, building for

director). Attendees also

the future, and taking ACCA

learned about innovations to

boldly forward.

the ACCA Qualification, the

There were sessions on

development of digital CPD

the power of connections

and an update on ACCA’s

(featuring Emily Dunbar of

mentoring scheme.

AB

Clockwise from top: Bright Amisi, South
Africa; Thomas Galea, Malta (centre) and
Emmanuel Kapizionis, Greece (right);
Oksana Losevskaia, Russia.
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Babajide Ibironke,
Nigeria; Emmanuel
Kapizionis; Gajendran
Vyapuri, Singapore.
Dato’ Amiruddin Abdul
Satar, Malaysia.

Marlene McIntosh, Jamaica.

Omer Zaheer Meer, Pakistan.
Angel Qi Tian, China.
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Digital future
New features and functionality enhancements are being rolled
out in the first wave of ACCA’s digital transformation
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ACCA has announced

is one of ACCA’s core values

designed to work on any

and, as for many global

myACCA portal for

platform and device – will

businesses today, the digital

members and students as

display notifications on the

world is a vital part of our

part of its ambitious digital

landing page, making it easy

business model.

transformation programme.

for members to see where

So this is an investment

The four-year project – to

they have outstanding tasks.

in members’ and students’

include improvements to the

It also offers the option to set

futures, and in our

ACCA website and student

your preference for how you

relationships with employers

registration, as well as a

receive AB magazine.

and other stakeholders.

new B2B portal – has kicked

82

From then, myACCA –

plans to relaunch the

The aim of ACCA’s digital

You can take a look at

off with enhancements to

transformation is to respond

the first enhancements

myACCA, which will go live

to the changing demands

by logging in to myACCA

for members by the end

expected of a modern day

from late November at

of the year.

professional body. Innovation

portal.accaglobal.com.
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